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ABSTRACT

DANCE AND DOCTRINE SHAKER AND MORMON DANCING AS A

manifestation

OF DOCTRINAL VIEWS OF THE PHYSICAL BODY

lindsy stewart cieslewicz
department of dance
master of arts

this thesis compares
in

the dancing of the shakers

mormons
appearance
cormons
the
and
second
christs

the united society of believers

jesus
of
church
christ of
latter
oflatter
the

day saints or LDS church during the nineteenth century as it was influenced by their

doctrinal beliefs about the human body specifically it examines how the role of the
physical body in achieving mortal happiness and immortal salvation was viewed by each
group and how these beliefs were reflected in their dancing it describes the different
forms of dancing performed by each religious group and how dance functioned as

worship and recreation for the members of each religion during the nineteenth century

research for this study was taken from primary and secondary sources including
a large number

of shaker and mormon journals diaries and autobiographies major

doctrinal works from each religion were also consulted to compile a summary of doctrinal
beliefs about the physical body for each religion

this study found that the dancing of the shakers reflected doctrinal beliefs of the
cormons
need to be freed from the corrupt human body in contrast the dancing of the mormons
exhibited the latter day saint belief in celebrating the body

the doctrines of each

religion about the role of the body in attaining mortal joy and immortal salvation were

easily recognizable in the dances that the two groups performed although beliefs about
the body cannot be considered in isolation of other motivational factors they can be used
as a means of studying how and why particular religious or cultural groups dance

this

method of evaluating dance as a function of beliefs or ideologies about the human body
is given as a possible method for studying other cultural or societal groups who dance and

whose beliefs about the body may be reliably gathered
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chapter

1I

introduction

the century after the revolutionary war marked a new era of social change for
the united states As the colonies settled into their place as a sovereign nation

americans grappled with their relationship to europe to god and to each other
americans hungered for the etiquette and societal amusements of europe that
included theater and dancing aldrich 9 but often lacked the established social ranks of
the

old world aldrich 3 needed to carry out these amusements with the same piety

social roles in general were changing as industrialization allowed more time for leisure

aldrich 6

more than ever before the average middle class american was able to turn

his or her time to leisurely pursuits

at the same time

religious revivals brought a heightened interest in religion in the

united states different denominations contended for membership competitive
religious revivals spread westward through the ever expanding territories smith handy
and loetscher 3

americans were asked to examine their religious beliefs

religious leaders spoke out against a deteriorating moral background the
opposition of many clergy to seemingly superficial amusements such as theater cards
novels horse racing the circus and dancing

wagner

larger moral problems such as prostitution and divorce

141 reflected a concern with

the same advances that gave the

population of the 1800s more time for leisure also brought an increased focus on the
physical and erotic aspects of life kem
kern 40

dance was especially susceptible to

religious attacks in the name of morality because it involved the physical body in a very

2

direct way

because dancing is a carnal activity and because carnal activities are

proscribed by the bible under pauls exhortation to avoid all works of flesh including
rev
irevellings
revellings
ellings and such like

wagner 113

gal 516
25 dancing was therefore prohibited by the bible
51625

some religious leaders spoke out resoundingly against dancing

despite general religious opposition to dancing because of its carnal nature two
american religious groups supported dancing for the united society of believers in

christ s second appearance or shakers as they were commonly known dancing was
a part of worship services it also functioned as recreation for the group

cormons
Mormons
of jesus christ of latter day saints the LDS church or mormons

for the church

dancing was

primarily an important recreational activity in addition although it was never included
as a formal part of mormon worship services dancing also functioned as a form of

worship at various times in latter day saint history while their actual doctrinal beliefs

cormons were sin
sirnilar
similar
sir
nilar in that
sirlilar
about the physical body were different the shakers and mormons
both held religious views toward the body that allowed dancing to be done under the

sanction of the church in these respects these groups were unusual for the time period

statement of purpose

this thesis will compare and contrast how dancing performed among the shakers
mormons manifested doctrinal views of each religious group toward the role of the
and cormons
physical body in attaining mortal joy and immortal salvation

De
delimitations
limitations

this thesis will focus on the dance activities and religious doctrines of the shakers
cormons in america up until the 1880s
and mormons

the shakers were somewhat loosely

3

organized as a group in england as early as the late 1760s but detailed accounts of their
worship and beliefs are only available beginning in 1779 in america stein

8

dancing

was included as part of their worship service from the beginning and continued until the
1880s when it was almost completely removed from their worship service brewer 195

this thesis will examine the shakers from

1779 until the decline of their dancing in the

1880s

the

mormon church was organized several decades after the shakers in new

cormons within the first decade after
york in 1830 dancing began to appear among the mormons
their organization and has continued to exist in various forms up until the present

this

cormons
Mormons As with the
thesis will cover only dances of recreation and worship among the mormons
mormon
a
1880s
are
study
this
of
dancing
the
fitting
to
conclude
also
place
shakers
mormons
cormons
were largely
1880s
by
and
the
the
square
the
line
performed
dances
after
replaced in mormon society with round dances such as the waltz

this time period

signaled a major shift in dance practices among the latter day saints accordingly this
thesis will cover mormon dances of recreation and worship from the 1830s until the
1880s

latter day saint dancing that falls under the category of theatrical dance dance

festivals and educational dance will not be included in this thesis

justification

two historians have published historical works noting similarities between the
mormons
cormons
Mormons louis J kem
and
kern and lawrence foster have both focused on sexual
shakers
mormons
cormons
Mormons
and
the
among
shakers
and gender roles and views of sexuality that developed

except on a nominal level no one has taken an in depth look at why both religious

4

groups performed dancing when with very few exceptions other christian religions in
the united states at that time did not kem
kern and foster address dancing as a minor point
in the study of shaker sexuality but no one has studied the relationship of dancing to

religious views especially those concerning the physical body in depth analysis of

shaker and mormon dancing in general is lacking because dance is so integrally tied to
the physical body understanding the correlation between religious beliefs about the body

mormons will yield valuable insights into why these two
and dancing for the shakers and cormons
groups were distinct in their attitudes and practices toward dance
in addition this type of analysis of dance as a function of beliefs about the body
can be a valuable tool for evaluating any group who dances by understanding

foundational ideologies about the body the specific form and function of dance may be
more readily understood

this method of understanding dance may be used on a broader

cormons
Mormons to study other groups and communities of any
scope than just the shakers and mormons
time period and origin who dance

definition of terms

america in this study the united states of america
believers members of the united society of believers in christs second

appearance

doctrine system of beliefs that are taught or advocated by a religion
LDS latter day saint

mormons
cormons members of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints

5

primary source

firsthand source of data in historical research in which there is

only one person between the event and the researcher

thomas and nelson 523

recreation play amusement or diversion
saints members of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
shakers members of the united society of believers in christs second

appearance

worship to pay honor and homage to god or to feel reverence or great respect
for god

god
in
of
ceremony
or
honor
rite
religious
worship
service
worshio
worshil

6

chapter 2

review of literature
introduction

this chapter will discuss the historical works that compare shakerism and
mormonism it will give a brief historical background on the shakers then summarize
the research that has been published concerning shaker doctrines of the physical body and

shaker dance it will then do the same for mormonism give a brief historical
background on the religious group and an overview of research in mormon doctrines of
the physical body and mormon dance

the

cormons
Mormons comparative works
shakers and mormons

sociological works that compare the shakers
historicalsociological
there are three parallel historical

mormons as well as another religious group called the oneida community
and cormons

ordered love

by

louis

an

women
family
sexuality
and
and
J kem
and
and
religion
kern

U
utopia both by lawrence foster examine the sexual and gender role issues that

cormons
Mormons
developed among the shakers and mormons

the most valuable insights that kem and

foster give relative to this study are the similarities that existed between the shakers and
mormons
cormons
Mormons although doctrinally the two were very different there were some notable
similarities foster especially clearly outlines the ways in which these two religious
groups were alike

both groups were founded by prophet leaders who received divine inspiration to
segua
sexua
5
sexuality
pion
Reli
and
religion
relipion
eion
elon
organize their respective churches foster reil
rell

the shakers and

7

mormons
cormons both believed in a need to restore the church of ancient christianity they each
worked to establish millennial communities associated with the second coming of christ

religion
6
io n and sexuality
y
foster reile
it
sexualit
Sexual

a
aked
wo
rei
for
worked
rked
i g ions
common group good and
religions
both rel
lons

both sought to develop new solutions to the social problems they perceived around them
lon and sexuality 227
ion
religion
foster reile

cormons trace the
although the shakers began in england both the shakers and mormons
early histories of their churches to the so called burned over district of new york west

of the catskills and adirondacks where the fervor of religious revivals swept through
frequently foster religion and sexuality

11

members of the two groups during the

first part of the nineteenth century were similar people from an anglo american ethnic
base primarily native new englanders and former new englanders who had moved into
5
sexuality
new york and the mid
west
and
religion
foster
midwest

and a final similarity

that foster notes is the abundance and range of writings that both groups left about their

segua
sexuality 6
religious experiences foster religion and sexua

wagner
ann
has also devoted a few
and
following the format of kern
foster
kem
pages in her book on american religious opposition to dance to a short explication of

mormons
dans as it related to their beliefs of
Mormons and Onei
dancing among the shakers cormons
oneidans
sexuality and perfectionism wagner discusses dancing in shaker society as a means of
release from their strict religious codes and as an attempt to rid themselves of lusts of the
flesh

179

for

cormons
the mormons
Mormons wagner cites their unorthodox love of recreation as the

impetus behind their dancing she also briefly discusses their attempts to regulate
183
182183
dancing in order to keep it within acceptable religious bounds 182

both the

8

cormons
Mormons wagner concludes were not used by other religious groups as
shakers and the mormons
models for promoting dance and religion because they were schismatic societies that did

protestant
mainstream in nineteenth century america 183
not represent the

shaker historical background
although usually associated with the leadership of ann lee the united society of
believers in christs second appearance was actually originally formed by a quaker
couple in manchester england in the middle of the eighteenth century andrews
in shaker

ritual 4

dance

influenced by a french group commonly called the prophets

who preached an imminent second coming of christ james and jane wardley gathered

seekers together to prepare for his coming melcher 6

their services were marked by

mysticism trances and bodily agitations andrews people called shakers 6
by their enthusiasm religious tenets and unusual form of worship

ann lee

attracted
a

blacksmiths daughter joined their sect and gradually assumed leadership
faith
first
that
wardleys
leys
lee introduced two main ideas to the tenets of the Ward
wardless
sexual relations were the root and cause of all evil and second that god the father and

jesus christ existed as a duality of male and female and that she ann
female counterpart of christ andrews people called shakers 12

stemmed from two major groups of events in

izes
lees

life

lee

was the

these ideologies

the first was her marriage to

abraham stanley in 1762 lee had four children in the first four years of their marriage
all of whom died in infancy or early childhood

the deliveries of these children were

extremely difficult bringing her almost to death and the childrens early deaths only
deepened the tragic experiences for lee

lees

mental and physical health deteriorated

9

after her fourth childs birth and death tormented by her experiences

night after night

she walked the floor wringing her hands groaning and crying andrews peodle
people
peddle called

shakers

lee realized through her suffering that only in subjecting all the carnal

8

wills

of the body most specifically sexual gratification could the spirit be saved she was
reborn declaring that sexual relations were the cardinal sin and her inner afflictions

ceased andrews people called shakers

8

after this revelation lee became increasingly involved in the united society of
believers she was imprisoned several times for riots and disturbances associated with
the increasing intensity of the new religious group andrews people called shakers 3
11

it was during one of these imprisonments that the second of the major events

affecting

lees

beliefs occurred while in prison

lee

beheld in vision adam and eve

fo
fomication
she saw them commit the original sin formication
mication that resulted in their expulsion from
the garden of eden melcher 10

she also beheld jesus christ who appointed her to be

people called
the female christ incarnate anointed to be his successor andrews peonie

shakers

as
the
messiah they awaited
her
accepted
leys
wardleys
from this point on the Ward
wardless

11

melcher 10

beginning in the late 1760s or early 1770s ann

lees

role as leader of the

united society of believers accelerated

the
time

fervor and action of the believers worship services also increased during this

at this point

born melcher 9
shakerism as it was to be commonly known was bom

lee encouraged a growing membership to denounce worldliness especially lust
meetings became more tempestuous

sh
shakings
akings
tales of the strange worship with its shadings

tongue speaking and dark prophesies spread throughout the manor and surrounding

10

towns

andrews people called shakers 9

the name shakers

was derived by

outsiders from their shaking movements in worship meetings those outside the faith
viewed the group with skepticism even suspicion persecution of the group increased

concurrent with these persecutions came visions among the early shaker members of a
great work to be done in america

on may

10 1774

mother ann as she was called and seven members of the

society sailed for america andrews people called shakers

13

by 1776 the group had

yuna new york melcher 18
purchased a tract of swampy land at primitive Niska
niskayuna

gradually they carved out a livable settlement for themselves and began to proselytize

converts came slowly at first the shakers faced persecution again for their unusual
beliefs and fell under suspicion of being british spies as they refused to take up arms in
the revolutionary

war in spite of these suspicions curious investigators soon flocked to

the shaker settlement to view their dramatic dancing singing and speaking in tongues

ers
it was the exalted worship of the convulsioners
convulsion

more than any other aspect of

shaker faith that aroused the curiosity of the world

andrews dance in shaker ritual

3

fueled by religious revivals in the surrounding areas shaker membership increased

as many observers joined themselves to the believers

on
ann
sect
her
the
of
live
to
did
witness
long
growth
enough
not
but
lee
september

8 1784

mother ann died her death most likely hastened by four years of

sometimes violent persecutions and privations andrews people called shakers 49

james
fell
the
of
to
of
society
believers
united
whittaker for a short time and
leadership
then jointly to joseph meacham and lucy wright after Whit
whittakefs
whittakers
takers death andrews

11

people called shakers 238

whittaker meacham and wright led the society in

establishing shaker communities throughout the eastern and southern united states

they established working communal orders with highly structured living arrangements
arranged around a segregation of men and women strict separation of the sexes allowed
followers to be freed from carnal temptations and achieve spiritual purity kem 94

believers developed a reputation for cleanliness and hard work achieving a high level of
skill in gardening and craftsmanship membership of the society decreased after the

civil war diminishing to just a handful of believers in the last decades of the twentieth
century

shaker doctrine
in her book on shaker eschatological doctrines or views of death and final

gement kathleen deighan addresses some shaker doctrines of the physical body
judgement
jud

deighan surveys significant shaker primary sources detailing theology and doctrine of the
shakers from these sources she points out the essential dichotomy that existed among
the shakers that the body was both the source of sin and salvation 79

by giving into

carnal desires of the flesh humans were lost but by overcoming these desires they could

achieve salvation deighan also discusses the relationship of soul and body as it is

explained in shaker theological sources

the soul inhabits the body and while the soul

exists for eternity the body passes away permanently at death 98

although not directly

focused upon shaker doctrines of the body Deig
deighans
hans work reveals some particulars
about the shakers views concerning the role of the physical body

12

shaker dance
most of the authors who have written about shaker dance have focused primarily
on descriptions of their dancing

arthur todd deals briefly with shaker dance in the

larger context of american folk dance 34

elizabeth cross whose writings about

shaker dance precede most of the scholarly writing done about the group describes
possible forms of shaker dance ntual
fitual
fitzal inferred from a print depicting a shaker worship
581
service

songs 47

dianne damro gives examples of shaker marches and accompanying
pamela hurley diamond describes shaker dancing and concludes that one of

its legacies is current liturgical dance 45

marilyn daniels gives a short discourse on

shaker dancing in her book the dance in christianity daniels describes some of the
religious meaning attached to movements that the shakers used in their worship services

she also cites quotations from famous observers of the shakers 66

65
64
6465

all five of

these authors have written primarily about shaker dancing on a brief descriptive level

john gordon davies an advocate of liturgical dance has written about shaker
dancing as a source of ideas for worship services involving dance in his handbook on
liturgical dance davies gives three justifications that the shakers had for dancing that

dancing was a manifestation of the holy spirit that the old testament encouraged
ical
liturgical
dancing before god and that worship service should involve the entire body liturp
lituri

dance 67

he also gives some description of shaker dancing liturgical dance 69

davies has also published a more concentrated work on shaker dancing and
worship service A shaker dance service reconstructed explains in more detail the three

justifications that the shakers had for dancing it then goes on to outline possible order

13

and content of dancing in a shaker worship service davies describes dances interspersed
with song sermon prayer and scripture reading

he details how the steps may have been

executed by the shakers in their dancing shaker dance service 4 and then provides a
score of music narration and dancing which may be used by congregations to enact a

worship service similar to those performed by the shakers shaker dance service 6

davies uses the shakers as a pattern from which present day congregations can gain
inspiration for using dance in their worship services

the writings of edward D andrews on shaker dancing are more historically
focused informed by years of historical research andrews outlines the evolution of

shaker dancing as it moved from being highly individual and improvisational to highly
ordered and structured

he also discusses how the fervor of a large religious revival

kentucky affected shaker dancing

in

the structured forms of worship had already been

well established but the revival re
reignited
ignited some of the early forms of what the shakers

called promiscuous dancing where individuals would engage in improvisational
movements gift to be Ssimpie
simple 148

andrews details formations of dances

dance in

154 and also gives notes on the settings for shaker dancing and
149154
shaker ritual 149

types of costumes the shakers wore

14
1314
dance in shaker ritual 13

two short observations on shaker dancing already briefly mentioned but worth
highlighting come in the works of lawrence foster and louis J kem both foster and

kern relate the theory that in restricted shaker life dancing was the only acceptable mode
kem
of sexual expression kem ascribes the prevalence of dance to pent up sexual frustrations
100 and

foster notes that women were the most common participants in the dancing

14

he suggests that this may have made up for the mostly sedentary workload that women
were assigned in shaker communities whereas men were often able to release sexual

frustration in physical work women had to rely on the activity of dancing to do the same

foster religion and sexuality 234

the most valuable source for studying shaker dancing comes from daniel
patterson patterson documents shaker dancing in the context of his large work on

shaker music entitled the shaker spiritual his research was extensive covering over
800 shaker manuscripts and his book presents thorough and well documented analysis

and description of shaker music and dancing

the only hindrance for dance scholars in

description comes as a secondary and subservient part of his
his work is that the dance descnption

patterson
on
provides the most detailed descriptions of shaker
research
music overall
dancing available

mormon historical background

jesus
on
organized
was
officially
day
april
of
saints
of
christ
church
latter
the
6 1830 in

allen
alien and leonard 47
fayette new york allen
alien
ailen

the latter day saint leader

joseph smith jr established basic tenets of this new faith through visions and divine
manifestations As a teenage boy growing up in the area of palmyra new york smith

new
york
in
through
upstate
spread
that
revivals
periodically
encountered the religious
the spring of 1820 the joseph smith family was caught up in the religious fervor of the

latest revival with different denominations competing for their membership arrington
and bitton 4

smith was confused and struggled to decide which church to join

turning to the bible he encountered james 15 if any of you lack wisdom let him ask of

15

god that giveth to

all men liberally and upbraideth
eth not and it shall be given him
upbraid

taking the scripture to heart he retired to the woods near his home to pray and ask god
as the verse instructed which of the churches were true
a vision of both

smiths prayer was answered by

god the father and jesus christ who instructed smith to join none of the

churches as none of them were true allen
alien and leonard 29
allen
alien
ailen

met with skepticism and

even persecution by most but his family smith continued in his seeking until september
21 1823 when he again saw a heavenly being alien
alien
allen
ailen and

leonard

3311

this time an

angel named moroni appeared to smith moroni instructed smith about the existence of

jesus
the
was
gospel
of
which
fulness
upon
the
of
written
falness
records
christ
ancient
arrington and bitton

8

these records had been engraved on sheets of gold after

several years and other angelic ministrations they were entrusted to the care of joseph

smith on september 22 1827 arrington and bitton 9

with divine help smith

translated the ancient records into the book of mormon an account of ancient
inhabitants of the americas including the ministration of the resurrected jesus christ to
these inhabitants allen
allen
alien and leonard 39
alien
ailen

the

cormons
Mormons originated from the title
name mormons

of their new book of scripture

mormonism steadily gained followers who read the book of mormon and were
baptized into the church through extensive missionary efforts the latter day saint
48
50
and
leonard
4850
allen
alien
religion grew tremendously throughout the 1830s allen
alien
ailen

large

jackson
county
in
were
created
day
ohio
kirtland
of
saints
establishments latter
missouri and nauvoo illinois

the

settlements at kirtland and nauvoo included large

places of worship called temples constructed by the

latter day saints for housing some

16

of their most sacred worship services

the

mormons
cormons faced heavy persecutions and were

eventually violently driven out of all three communities in which they had established
themselves joseph smith suffered often at the hands of persecutors finally being
murdered by a mob at carthage illinois on june 27 1844 arrington and bitton 81

brigham young succeeded joseph smith in leadership of the latter day saints after

smiths death arrington and bitton 84
from illinois to the great salt

young organized the saints and led them west

lake valley in

1847

jesus
of
church
christ of latter
the

day saints has continued to grow since that time with membership currently reaching

over ten million watson 22

mormon doctrine

although brief the most inclusive survey of latter day saint beliefs concerning
the physical body comes in the encyclopedia of mormonism kent van de graaff

discusses the mormon view of the need for both body and spirit to comprise the soul he
covers the mormon belief in the importance of caring for the physical body and the
eventual physical resurrection of the body

he

also outlines the mormon doctrine that

having a body is a privilege and a source of happiness

mormon
few
authors have dealt with the subject of the doctrine
other
relatively
of the physical body stephen L richards devotes some short passages in his book

where is wisdom to a discussion of the importance of caring for the physical body as a
gift from god 35

richards explains the importance of caring for the body as a sign of

reverence and devotion to god 150
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on a more academic level truman madsen and barbara lockhart examine
mormon doctrines of the physical body in the context of philosophical theory madsen
presents six common positions on the mind and body taken by immaterialists and

physicalists and compares these positions to statements made by mormon founder

joseph smith to show how mormon doctrine differs from the other two ideologies 4548

similarly lockhart compares mormon doctrine to immaterialism and existentialism

she points out the contrast between latter day saint beliefs and these

58
57
5758

philosophical theories and describes how latter day saints should understand the
importance of both spirit and body in achieving happiness

mormon dance

many writers have noted an abundance of dancing within the LDS religion
Wes
sons thesis
although it covers a larger time period than relates to this thesis karl E wessons
lessons

dance in

day
jesus
1940 is the most
of
of
18301940
church
christ
latter dav saints 1830
the

cormons in the nineteenth century wesson
significant survey of dance among the mormons
cormons
Mormons
outlines a history of dancing among the mormons
were most common among the

he discusses the types of dances that

latter day saints including contra dances the virginia

68 he also gives examples of music and clothing that
6468
reel and the quadrille 64

90
accompanied the dancing 78
7890

michael hicks deals very briefly with nineteenth

century mormon dancing mostly outlining articles that have been written on the subject
in an article on the performing arts and mormonism written for the book mormon

americana 546

phyllis jacobsons contribution to the encyclopedia of mormonism

j ect
subject
act of dance is the only piece on mormon dance to even briefly mention
under the sub
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latter day saint doctrines of the physical body jacobson notes that the mormon
definition of the soul as being comprised of both spirit and body tends to encourage
physical activity

354

mormon
who
have
written
authors
about
dancing have connected the
other
abundance of dancing to the latter day saint love of recreation georganne ballif

mormons
cormons place on education and recreation as the impetus for
the
value
credits
arrington

mormon dancing 31

leona holbrook discusses factors such as a focus on temporal

welfare isolation from other religious ideas a need for release from suffering and a
es
LDS
to
that
the
allowed
accept play and
mingling of vanous
church
various cultures as impetuses
impetus

penod did not 121
dancing when other religions of the time pefiod
penof
an example of a means through which

davis bitton uses dance as

jesus
of
christ of latter day saints
church
the

reconciled popular culture and religious standards of conduct 17

larry

A recent article by

mormons
cormons
a
V Shurn
in what
the
substantial
among
way
of
dancing
shumway gives
view

after
way calls the pioneer period beginning early in LDS history and ending right aftel
Shurn
shumway

the turn of the century 43

Shurn
way discusses brigham
shumway

youngs contributions to

mormon dancing and identifies justifications given by mormon church leaders for
dancing these justifications include the promotion of good health and exercise for the
body the development of grace and good manners and the cultivation of sociality and
15
way 14
shumway
good will among the saints Shurn
1415

Shurn way describes common musical
shumway

arrangements used for mormon dancing and the buildings that were constructed for the
purpose of holding dances in mormon communities 27

he also addresses the types of

music that commonly accompanied pioneer dancing among the latter day saints 37
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comparative research has shown parallels between aspects of shakerism and
similarities
mormonism such as sin
fflarities in their memberships and founding by prophet leaders

the distinct doctrinal views of each group towards the physical body have been briefly
noted and the dancing of each religion has been presented on a largely brief and
descriptive level in previous writing chapter 4 of this thesis will present more detailed
research concerning shaker and mormon doctrines of the human body and the dancing of
each of these religious groups
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chapter 3
procedures
web sites microfilm collections
for this thesis accessed CD databases internet websites
1I

and book compilations that contained pnmary
primary and secondary source documents for the

cormons
Mormons primary sources were the central focus of the research and
shakers and mormons
writing although certain secondary sources were used to gather needed information
the primary source materials 1I also searched archive collections

for

the library of the

western reserve historical society in cleveland ohio houses the largest collection of

shaker manuscripts these manuscripts were available on microfilm for use in my
research

mormons
young
cormons
mons
the
to
sources
Mor
pnmary
university owns
brigham
relating
for primary
19th century western and mormon americana
the 19
Amen cana collection located at the harold B

lee

provo
utah included in this collection are many original journals and
library in
1
jesus
I
that
chanst
day
of
autobiographies of early members of the church of
saints
christ
chnst latter

was able to access for my research

the first step in my research was to use pnmary
primary sources to identify religious
doctrines concerning the physical body for each religion these doctrines were taken
from official church publications and statements made by presiding leaders of the shakers
1
mormons
cormons
the
during
and
time period I used these statements and publications to

determine and outline how each religion viewed the role of the physical body in attaining
mortal joy and immortal salvation 1I then compared and contrasted these doctrines

cormons
Mormons
between the shakers and mormons
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the

next step was to present descriptions of shaker and mormon dancing

gathered from scholarly works on the subject as well as from my own research in

journals travel records and dance manuals

1I

show
to
source
also used pnmary
accounts
primary

how dance functioned as worship or worship service and recreation among the two

religions

1I

then made comparisons of how dancing was used similarly and differently

1
mormons
cormons
and
mons
the
Mor
finally I discussed how doctrine influenced dancing
shakers
between

cormons
Mormons comparing and
and dancing reflected doctrine among the shakers and mormons
contrasting the relationship between dance and doctrine in the two religions
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chapter 4
analysis of doctrine and dancing
shaker doctrines of the physical body

there was a hesitancy on the part of early shaker leaders to record shaker
doctrine in written form perhaps due to the fact that ann

lee was illiterate

or possibly

out of fear of persecution for their divergent religious ideas the society produced no

written creed of their doctrines for the first few decades of their existence in 1790 this

theological silence was broken although briefly by father joseph meacham meacham
was

ann lees successor as presiding leader of the shakers his ten page explanation of

the most basic aspects of shaker theology A concise statement of the principles of the

only true church avoided detailed explications of shaker beliefs and offered general
overviews of shaker thought

eighteen years later the society grew bolder in its written presentation of
doctrinal ideas in 1808

the united society of believers published testimony of

christs second appearing this more extensive theological work was written by
benjamin

S

youngs under the supervision of mother lucy wright and the lead shaker

ministry in new lebanon new york stein 69

testimony was dramatically more
testi

explicit in relating the particulars of shaker doctrine it was revised three times between
1808 and 1856 to clarify and expound shaker doctrines and became a foundational work
in shaker theology

but even this principal work of theology expressed the early

misgivings of the shakers in recording their doctrines in writing

nor is this present

publication to be considered as any creed to bind or influence the faith or practice of the
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church to prevent a further increase the author explained but as the first public
testimony in writing containing a true statement of the fundamental principles and
reasons of our faith and practice

youngs xii

youngs also encouraged other shakers to

publish testimonies of the work

another shaker john dunlavy joined his written testimony of shaker doctrines
to the previous ones written by meacham and youngs

his book the manifesto or A

declaration of the doctrine and practice of the church of christ presented shaker
theology in the context of other christian thought stein 75

first put forward in 1818

the manifesto was published with permission from presiding shaker leaders but without

actual overseeing by anyone in the lead ministry it was revised and republished in 1847
and was acknowledged by the lead ministry to be a faithful account of shaker doctrine

stein 75

one last major source for shaker doctrine comes from an historical work
churche lead ministry
published by the society in 1823 under the close direction of the churchs
green
summary
and seth Y
A summa view of the millennial church was written by calvin

wells under the directive of lucy wright it was largely intended as a work to answer the
barrage of negative attacks the church had received from apostates stein 86

millennial

church unfolded the history of the society and then presented some essentials of shaker
theology

these four shaker works are the most essential sources of shaker doctrine for the
time period shaker writers became proliferate in later years producing hundreds of

itten

whitten
written
works on shaker ideas and history even with the many new works that were wf
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these earliest explanations of shaker theology remained as essential sources for shaker

doctrine together they give a thorough explanation of what the shakers believed about
the role of the physical body in attaining mortal joy and immortal salvation

the shakers

like most christian religions believed the body was inhabited by a

spirit or soul joseph Mea
meachams
chams brief writing does not touch upon the subject of the

youngs
n
deals rather extensively with the subject in
body and soul directly but benjamin
benjamm
benjarm

testimony he explains that in the union of soul and body every part or sensation of the
testim
body must be occupied by a corresponding part or sensation of the soul

youngs 6

but in this pairing of soul and body the body held a distinctly inferior position in the
was the first shaker theological source to clearly
view of shaker doctrine testimony
testi

explain this relationship between physical and spiritual bodies manifesto and millennial

church also explain shaker beliefs about the unequal union between spirit and body
in shaker theology not only was the physical body thought to be inferior to the
soul but the society believed the physical body was the primary source of evil in mortal

existence testimony explains the reason for this corruption of the physical body
in
and
god
own
and
glory
his
for
honor
at
the
man
beginning
created
he

his first creation as he was made in the image and likeness of his creator

there was nothing in his soul or body that was offensive to the pure

nature of god

but man received by his disobedience a foul and

youngs
104
god
to
envy
lusted
which
rebellious spirit against

eve
in committing sexual
and
fall
the
or
the
of
of
disobedience
adam
adam
through
sin the physical bodies of all of gods children inherited an evil and corrupt nature
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through the influence of this foul and rebellious spirit the natural body with all its
faculties became polluted

youngs 104

youngs repeatedly emphasizes this idea of the

corrupt physical body throughout his writing it is a central paradigm upon which

testimony presents many of its other theological ideas
testi
john dunlavy presents this same idea of the depravity of the physical body in
manifesto he explains the role of the fall in this depravity

when man fell from god

he fell from the government of the spirit to that of the flesh from the government of the

gement to that of the passions
judgement
jud

dunlavy 42

these fleshly passions that rule the

physical nature of human beings overcome spiritual judgement
jud gement and settle the entire

human race in sinful bondage to the flesh dunlavy testified that the true seed of sin was
in the flesh 78

millennial church presents this same doctrine of the body being the ultimate

green
and wells also present an additional
source of evil and depravity in human life but
aspect of this doctrine in the context of their discussions of sin and confession they

describe the sinner whose carnal nature

first led him into sin

green 343 the

human race is inherently weak to the temptations of sin because of their physical bodies

the carnal tendencies prevalent in the physical body predispose men and women to a
sinful life

this idea in shaker theology of the inherently corrupt and sinful body is essential
to understanding what the society believed was necessary in order to gain happiness in

this life and also in the life to come after death

the shakers believed that the very nature

of the human body left the human race in a state degenerated from what its creator had
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intended it to be defiled through the sin of adam and eve the physical body inherited a
lustful nature that made it incapable of functioning as god had originally intended it to

placed in a state where passions ruled over the reasonable judgement
jud gement and intellect of the
spirit men and women were continually being lured to sin by their very own bodies in
this degenerate state of physical bondage the shakers offered a pathway to both mortal

green
happiness and immortal salvation through a renunciation of the physical body As
and wells explain
man

355

to the soul

t

J the natural body is not necessary to complete the happiness of

in fact they continue

green 355

in its present state the body is considered as a clog

by removing this clog the human race was free to enjoy the

life god intended for his children both in mortality and in immortality

mortal happiness in shaker thought was only achieved as the power of the

testimony proclaimed that the soul
physical body to rule over the soul was removed testi
suffered in proportion to the degree to which it was connected to the body there was an
inverse relationship between the spiritual and carnal elements of human existence as one

increased the other diminished youngs 551

the goal in life was

therefore to increase

carnal
camal by doing so men and women could enjoy the
the spiritual and decrease the camai

greatest possible happiness in this life

bodys power to
this process of eliminating the blodys

rule over the soul involved two primary elements
the second was mortification of the flesh

the first was self denial of the flesh

the shaker gospel was most fundamentally

gospel of self denial and mortification to the carnal nature

youngs 89

the shakers wrote often of taking up the cross and living a life of self denial
green
and wells remark
this phrase is repeated frequently in their doctrinal works

a

27

the follower of christ is indeed required to deny himself
every evil propensity that pertains to mans fallen nature

and take up his cross against
324

what this type of

admonition almost always refers to in shaker writing is the practice of celibacy

the

ultimate act of self denial was living an unmarried virgin life and giving up pleasures and

gratification relating to the physical body
in fact the only way to achieve the greatest state of happiness and peace in this
life was through abstinence dunlavy explained that for those who did not take up the

cross of the virgin life

the whole spirit or mind as it were

of animal and fleshly pleasures and indulgences

39

was absorbed in the pursuit

this state of fleshly pursuits left

no room for the things of god and consequently no room for real happiness by turning
away from all camai
carnal
camal desires men and women were open to receive the things of god that

would ultimately lead them in the true path of mortal happiness and peace dunlavy

comments that those only who walking in the faith of christ neither marry nor are
given in marriage but renounce the order of the flesh wholly are able to keep the unity of
the spirit in the bond of peace

279

celibacy freed its followers from unnecessary

passions and allowed them the greatest freedom and happiness of spirit

testimony also credited the virgin life lived by shakers for their ability to live in
testi
communal settlements and enjoy great happiness

hence by the same progressive steps

of self denial and the daily cross we are progressively divested of all sinister views of all
impure and selfish motives and become a united and celestial brotherhood

and in

this state we experience the celestial enjoyment of peace and acceptance with god our

creator youngs 606

denying the physical passions of the body through a life of

28

abstinence was one requisite part in divesting the soul of carnal influences through this
process the shakers believed the soul could obtain the greatest happiness and peace in
mortal existence

the second essential element in achieving mortal happiness was what the shakers
referred to as mortification of the flesh john dunlavy explains mortification as he states

what therefore christ requires us to hate is the flesh which lusteth
listeth against the spirit and

if

is contrary to it

284

not only were the shakers required to live a life of abstinence

but they also strove to free themselves from any affections toward their mortal physical

existences

the shakers believed this principle of mortification

was of ancient date

joseph meacham in one of his only references to the physical body explains in A

concise statement that circumcision though it was a seal of abrams faith yet it was
but a sign of the mortification and destruction of the flesh by the gospel in a future day
6

was
flesh
the
of
believed
that
of
or
hatred
their
mortification
society
practice
the

fore
foreshadowed
foreshadower
shadowed in earlier times

nd believers of all dependence
the purpose of this enmity toward the flesh was to rid
on their carnal bodily existences instead they were to trust completely in the spiritual

aspects of their mortal beings manifesto raised harsh criticism against professed

christians of other faiths whose only dependence is the flesh who trust in it for their
existence and continued succession here

dunlavy 319

by practicing a hatred against

the flesh the shakers hoped to use the inverse relationship between flesh and spirit to

their advantage

this hatred was not manifest in physical deprivation or punishment of
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the body but in mental or spiritual release from the human body hatred against the flesh
was designed to help the spirit flourish and bring individuals greater happiness

like their view of mortal happiness

the shaker view of immortal salvation was

rooted deeply in their belief in the need to be liberated from the sinful corrupt nature of
the physical body millennial church explains

and though the body is given

as a

temporal tabernacle for the soul to act in and prove its obedience and subjection to the
foliation
will of god in a state of hun
ffliation yet it was intended from the beginning that the
humiliation

soul should in due time be released from it and enjoy a state of greater freedom than it

was capable of enjoying in it

green 355

the body was viewed by the shakers to be a

sinful and degraded entity that merely dragged the human race into sin As a force which
was only to be overcome in mortality there was certainly no need for a physical body in
the eternities in shaker theology only the soul was to be resurrected in this state freed

forever from the hindrances of an inherently evil tabernacle the soul would be liberated
to enjoy the gifts of immortality and salvation

this ultimate disembodied salvation was discussed in many of these early shaker
doctrinal works millennial church stated unequivocally that

no

soul can be

completely happy in its immortality until it is divested of its mortal body

the

green 354

paramount happiness to be achieved in the eternities came only as the body was

finally and permanently stripped away from the immortal soul

presented this same idea as they wrote

t

testimony
the authors of testi

it is only the soul of man that is the proper

subject of the resurrection and is capable of being raised to a higher use and more noble
enjoy ments than pertain to the present state
enjoyments

youngs 563
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one of the best illustrations of the general attitude of shakerism toward the final
state of the physical body in the hereafter comes in a phrase repeated several times by

john dunlavy many times throughout manifesto he used the words cold lump of flesh
and bones

364 to describe the physical body after death

this is the ultimate and final

state of the physical body in shaker doctrine to die and return to the dust of the earth in

contrast the soul released from its fleshly torment rose to immortality and salvation and
all of the enjoyments
enjoy ments therein shaker views of obtaining happiness in mortality and

salvation in immortality were most centrally structured around their belief in escaping the
corrupt nature of the physical body

mormon doctrines of the physical body
mormon theological sources differ from those of the shakers

the most

significant shaker theological sources during the first century of the churchs
churche existence
did not actually come from the presiding leaders of the church

these doctrinal works

were written by shaker theologians under the direction or dictates of the lead ministry of
the society

top shaker leaders were generally silent in publishing major theological

works mormon leaders on the contrary were proliferate in publishing doctrinal

statements joseph smith and brigham young two of most influential leaders of the

mormon
in
both
day
much
published
to
regard
doctrine
saints
latter
joseph smith was prophet and leader of the mormon church from its beginnings
until his death in 1844 brigham young served in the same position for the church from
1844 until his death in 1877 both prophets actively wrote and had published their

doctrinal views for the benefit and guidance of the members of the LDS church

their
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writings were published often in mormon periodicals and have been compiled into books
wntings
both during the nineteenth century and also more recently in this century

they are

considered by the latter day saint church even now to be guiding sources of doctrine
for the religion these doctrinal pronouncements by smith and young yield valuable

information about mormon views of the physical body in relation to mortal joy and
immortal salvation

one other doctrinal source for gathering mormon views about the physical body
comes from the unique latter day saint books of scripture

mormon
and
of
book
the

also the doctrine and covenants are both considered by latter day saints to be scripture
like the bible and foundational sources of doctrine for the religion

these two books are

treated singularly in mormon thought although originating from joseph smith

mormons
cormons believe these books were received by revelation not wntten
watten
written by the first latter
day saint prophet according to the mormon perspective smith received the writings in

mormon
of
by translating them from ancient records the doctrine and
book
the

covenants is considered to have been received through direct revelation from god to
smith and two other later LDS prophets these two books also give details about what

latter day saints believed about the physical body
As with the shakers the

blodys role in achieving
latter day saint view of the bodys

mortal joy and immortal salvation was centrally based on their view of the nature of the
physical body

spirit in their theology
the saints had a clear designation of body and spint

soul
man
the
are
the
covenants
of
and
the
body
that
stated
and
doctrine
spirit
spint
the

doctrine
doctnne and covenants 4517
doctone

although somewhat loosely adhered to at times in their
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writing the word spirit was generally understood to be distinct from the word soul

the spirit was that part of an individual
entire entity together spirit and body

that inhabited the body while the soul was the

this pairing of spirit and body together was seen

mormon
doctrine as having the potential for ultimate good or ultimate ruin
in
mormons
cormons believed that the devil had power only over the part of the soul
comprised of the body brigham young explained to the church that the devil has
the
flesh
only
through
nothing to do with influencing our spints
spirits
saints
3 245
3245

journal of discourses

in an earlier discourse delivered to a gathering of church members in salt

city in 1855 he explained this idea in greater detail
and under the special control and influence of the

lake

in the first place the spirit is pure

lord but the body is of the earth and is

subject to the power of the devil and is under mighty influence of the fallen nature that is

of the earth

journal of discourses 2256

the body was considered by the latter day

saints to be fallen by nature and under the influence of the adversary

latter day saint belief about the nature of the body was also centrally based upon
how the physical body was used by individuals

the body was not considered to be

strictly evil or corrupt but had the potential to become that way if not controlled properly

mormon
young
this
of
doctrine in his wntmgs
elucidated
principle
writings
brigham

if the

spint it becomes
spirit yields to the body it becomes corrupt but if the body yields to the spirit
spint
pure and holy

journal of discourses 11290

spirit were joined and had
the body and spint

the power to influence each other if the spint
spirit overcame the body had the potential for

good but if the body was allowed to control the union then it became corrupt and

young
well
as
addressed this idea when
down
degradation
to
brought the spint
again
spirit
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he stated

if the flesh overcomes the spirit is brought into bondage and if the spirit

overcomes the body is made free
explained the same idea this way

journal of discourses 3245

joseph smith

in saving our spirits we save the body

words 346

although the physical body was corrupt and prone to the enticements of the devil it could
be raised out of corruption into purity and freedom if individuals chose to let their bodies

be guided by their spirits in this state of spiritual control the body was saved from

corruption

this

redeemable body was a vital aspect of mormon belief in what was required

to gain mortal joy and immortal salvation

the role of the physical body in achieving

mortal joy was threefold first individuals had to receive a body secondly they had to
learn to control the passions of the mortal body and as has been discussed above bring
leam

them to reign under the spirits influence

last of all

the body and spirit together had to

be cared for properly to nurture the union between body and spirit

these three principles

of doctrine represented what the church of jesus christ of latter day saints believed the
role of the body was in gaining mortal happiness

the first principle in finding happiness was for human beings to receive bodies
joseph smith explained this requirement for happiness when he taught

we came to this

earth that we might have a body and present it pure before god in the celestial kingdom

the great principle of happiness consists in having a body words 60 latter day saints
viewed the body as being an absolute requirement for happiness because they believed
that

the father has a body of flesh and bones as tangible as mans doctrine and

covenants 13022

bodies made

gods children more like their creator receiving a

34

body in mortality also completed the union of spirit and body necessary for individuals to

experience happiness in mortality

we are in this state of being for the express purpose

of obtaining habitations for our spirits to dwell in

journal of discourses 9286

the

simple step of receiving a body was to the latter day saints a significant step in

godlike
completing the human soul becoming more god
like and experiencing happiness in this
life

once they received bodies men and women then had to master them in order to
continue to receive happiness in mortality

leaming to control the
this mastery came in learning

body by the spirit because body and spirit were joined in the soul there was a balance of

power that had to be achieved in the union one side of mormon doctrine stated
body or flesh is what the devil has power over

journal of discourses 3277

had the potential to corrupt the entire soul because the spirit which

the

the body

god places into the

body becomes intimately connected with it and is of course more or less affected by it

journal of discourses 3277

by choosing to yield to the flesh the spirit came under the

cormons also believed that by allowing the spirit to rule over
power of the devil but the mormons
the body men and women came closer to

children

god and to the happiness he intended for his

let the spirit take the lead

brigham young admonished

body and its passions into subjection and you are safe

and bring the

journal of discourses 2256

by letting the balance of power reside in the spirit individuals opened themselves
to greater happiness in mortality

the spirit which inhabits these tabernacles naturally

loves truth it naturally loves light and intelligence it naturally loves virtue

young 422

these attributes of the spirit were given freely to those who learned to bring their mortal
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bodies under the guidance of the spirit

the second role of the body in receiving mortal

happiness was to allow the spirit to direct the body and reign in its appetites by doing
so individuals were freed from the control that satan held over their bodies and were free
to enjoy the enlightening attributes of the spirit

the

last aspect of mormon doctrine relating to the role of the body in mortal

happiness was caring for the body properly once the corrupt attributes of the mortal
body were overcome by the spirit the body became good and beneficial to the soul as the
body and spirit worked together brigham young taught members of the church what

their attitudes should be towards their physical bodies
tabernacle or house in which the spirit has to dwell
to hold its spirit and shield it

the body is framed for the

this tabernacle is formed expressly

yes
enough to nourish
should we love this tabernacle

it

of the
cherish it and treat it kindly and foster and nourish and cherish it by the power odthe
ofthe
spirit and make this body divine

journal of discourses 9140

the body was to be

brought to a spiritual union with the spirit and to be treated with respect so that it could
carry out the divine attributes and actions of that union

cormons
care for the body included specific health considerations that the mormons
adopted

a
was
code for health that included refraining from
of
wisdom
word
the

alcohol tobacco coffee tea and large quantities of meat doctrine and covenants 89

latter day saints were told in the doctrine and covenants that the things of the earth
were made for the benefit of man not to be used to excess but to strengthen the body
and to enliven the soul

doctrine and covenants 5919

brigham young encouraged

leam and grow intellectually
LDS members to improve their minds to learn

to beautify both

36

the body and mind
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latter day saints were encouraged

to

pursue a path of constant improvement and care for their bodies

this care for the body also included a strong belief in the value of activity and
recreation for the body joseph smith was well known for his love of recreation

brigham young also spoke often on the value of recreation

there are many of our aged brothers and sisters who through the
traditions of their fathers and the requirements of a false religion were
room or a theater until they became latter day saints
never inside a ball
ballroom
and now they seem more anxious for this kind of amusement than are our

children

this arises from the fact they have been starved for many years

for that amusement which is designed to buoy up their spirits and make

their bodies vigorous and strong and tens of thousands have sunk into
untimely graves for want of such exercises to the body and mind journal
45
of discourses 9244
924445

physical activity invigorated the body and strengthened the spirit in mormon doctrine it
was considered an important way of caring for the physical body and promoting a

spiritual union between body and spirit

the physical body played a critical role for

latter day saints in achieving happiness

in this life

with this doctrinal view of the significance of the physical body in mortality it is
not surprising to find that the latter day saints also viewed the body as being a

significant part of future immortality

our mortal bodies are all important to us

brigham young told a gathering of saints

without them we never can be glorified in the

37

eternities that will be
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all

four of these uniquely mormon

doctrinal sources the teachings of joseph smith and brigham young

the book of

mormon and the doctrine and covenants clearly point to a strong mormon belief in the
physical resurrection and immortality of the body

the latter day saints believed that

after death the separating of body and spirit was a hindrance to the soul but when human
beings were resurrected they would rise again to take up their bodies in a perfected

immortal state

this reuniting of perfected body and spirit prepared individuals for

eternal salvation with god

just as the receiving of a body was considered to be a great blessing so the
mormon
in
seen
was
the
theology as a
from
its
tabernacle
of
physical
spirit
separation

this division left the soul incomplete the doctrine and covenants explained

great loss

the privation experienced through this separation

for the dead have looked upon the

long absence of their spirits from their bodies as a bondage

13850

doctrine and covenants

without bodies the spirits of the dead were unable to experience the

completeness of having body and spirit joined together in the soul As joseph smith
commented

all beings who have bodies have power over those who have not

teachings
scriptural Te
achins 206

removed from their physical bodies individuals were

incomplete and unable to experience the joy of immortality and salvation

this temporary bondage experienced by spirits after death

was remedied by the

resurrection where spirits were to be reunited with their bodies unlike the mortal joining

of body and spirit however this second pairing involved not a mortal corrupt body but
an immortal perfected physical body

the

mormon
focuses many verses on this
of
book

38

doctrine of the perfected resurrected body

the

spirit and body shall be reunited again

er form
proper
in its perfect form both limb and joint shall be restored to its prop

alma 1143

it goes on to say that this mortal body is raised to an immortal body that is from death
with
to
bodies
their
never
uniting
spirits
J unto life that they can die no more their spints
saints
no
can
more see
they
tuai
tual
immortal
that
be divided thus the whole becoming spiritual
and
spin

corruption

11 45
alma 1145

the resurrection joined body and spirit again permanently never to be separated
young
a
this
body
explained
brigham
back
perfected
brought
also
it
changed
again
change that was to take place in the body during the resurrection

the

particles of this

earth that now compose this body will be re
rearranged
arranged and the spirit will be clothed with
an immortal tabernacle

journal of discourses 843

in the resurrection the

latter day

saints believed the body would be changed so that it was perfected from the corrupt
corruptions
ions
of mortal existence
existence

bodys new form would then surpass its former
the blodys

mortal

godlike
like according to the
when the body comes forth again it will be divine god

capacity and ordinations of the

lord

young 375

the resurrection restored the union

of body and spirit that made individuals complete it also brought back to the spirit a
perfected immortal body from which it would never again be separated

mormons believed
in this complete perfected bond of body and spirit the cormons
individuals were prepared to inherit the blessings of immortality and salvation with god

god
and receiving perfected bodies they
the
to
faithful
of
commandments
by proving
were prepared to return to the presence of god brigham young told the

latter day

saints when they the children the god have proved themselves faithful in all things

39

and worthy before him they can then have the privilege of returning again to his

presence with their bodies to dwell in the abodes of the blessed

young 58

in fact

receiving a resurrected body was considered to be an absolute requirement in order to
return to god and receive salvation with him
and be crowned with a celestial glory

no man can enter the celestial kingdom

they believed

until he gets his resurrected body

journal of discourses 3371

the

mormon view of the importance of the body both in mortality and in the

world to come is essentialized in a verse of latter day saint scripture

the doctrine and

covenants says of those who have died their sleeping dust is to be restored unto its
perfect frame bone to his bone and the sinews and the flesh upon them the spirit and the

falness of joy
body to be united never again to be divided that they might receive a fulness

doctrine and covenants 13817

A ful
ness of joy could be experienced both in
fulness
falness

mortality and in the eternities only with a body

comparison of shaker and mormon doctrines
mormons
cormons
held very similar beliefs about the relationship of the
and
shakers
the
body and soul to each other and also about the basic nature of the physical body in spite

similarities they developed opposing views of what the role of the body was in
of these similafities
attaining mortal happiness and immortal salvation

their doctrines agreed that the carnal

nature of the body had to be overcome by the spirit in order to enjoy the blessings of
peace and happiness in this life and the life to come but their approaches to gaining this

victory were very different

40

cormons believed that human
on the most basic level both the shakers and the mormons
beings were made up of a body that was inhabited by a spirit or soul in this connection

of the physical and spiritual both groups believed that the body could influence the spirit
and the spirit could influence the body

there was

an inverse relationship between the

body and spirit that both religions recognized in their theologies As one side increased
the other declined and vice versa

the two religions also held similar views of the very nature of the physical

body

they both believed that the body was inherently fallen or corrupt and could lead the spirit
into sin

the only way to find real happiness in mortality

for both religious groups was

to overcome the influence of the corrupt body and bring it into subjugation to the spirit

the

cormons were in agreement in their beliefs that by allowing the spirit to
shakers and mormons

reign evil could be overcome and the blessings of purity and freedom from sin could be

enjoyed in this life

this state of mastering the body by the spirit also prepared faithful

members of both religions to inherit the blessings of salvation in the life to come

we can see how their theologies begin to diverge however as we examine how
they believed this mastery over the physical body could be achieved
was a twofold process of self denial and mortification of the flesh

themselves of carnal pleasures and lived lives of strict celibacy

for the shakers

it

they stripped

the process of

subjugating the body to the will of the spirit continued for the shakers as they strove to
learn a hatred toward the flesh they spoke often of mortification of the flesh and sought
leam
to continually rid themselves of any attachments or affections toward the body that might

hinder their total reliance upon the spirit

41

mormons
cormons
the
for Mormons gaining victory over the body was a different process

although carnal appetites of the body had to be overcome by the spirit latter day saints
believed that receiving a body was necessary to achieve completeness of soul
and spirit together formed the entire soul

the body

the body had to be controlled by the spirit

but

supercede carnal ones the body
supersede
it was not to be hated by allowing spiritual desires to supercede
could be transformed with the spirit into a good and complete soul

the body was to be

cared for and respected so that it could carry out the purposes of the soul in mortality

cormons also had different views of the role
beyond mortality the shakers and mormons
of the physical body in attaining immortal salvation
to be subdued overcome and even hated in mortality

the shakers believed the body had
after death when this process of

escaping the hindrances of the flesh was complete there was no longer any need for the
physical body

the resurrection

involve the physical body

for the shakers was only spiritual and did not actually

the society taught that faithful believers would live forever

in a perfected spiritual state without bodies

latter day saints saw the resurrection and final state of the soul from an exactly
opposite point of view if the body and spirit were both needed to complete the soul then
removing the body from the spirit
spirit through death only rendered men and women
spirl
incomplete

mormons
cormons
a
was
and
body
the
type of
spirit
separation
of
that
believed
the

bondage that would be remedied through a physical resurrection of the body reunited
with a perfected immortal tabernacle the spirit would inherit salvation in a completely

embodied state

this

final union of body and spirit in mormon theology prepared

falness of joy in the eternities
individuals to receive a fulness
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the

divergence is striking between shaker and mormon theology on the subject of

the role of the physical body in attaining mortal joy and immortal salvation in spite of
the strong commonalities between some of their most basic tenets other ideologies of the

cormons about the body were contrary to each other their common belief
shakers and mormons
camal
camai nature of the body had to be
that the body was inhabited by the spirit and that the carnal
overcome actually took the two groups down completely diverging theological paths

for

the shakers these fundamental doctrines encouraged a strict asceticism among faithful

believers it also brought an ultimate longing to be freed from the sin and bondage of
physical bodies in the next life

for

mormons
Mormons these same ideas inspired an attitude
the cormons

of respect and care for the physical body it also gave them hope in a permanent reunion

of their spirits with perfected immortal bodies these opposing paradigms about the
physical body stemming from underlying beliefs that were actually very similar manifest

cormons
Mormons
themselves in the dances of the shakers and mormons
shaker and mormon dances of worship and recreation

to

preface the discussion of shaker and mormon dancing it is interesting to note

what these two religions wrote and taught themselves about their dancing

the fact that

both groups danced in a time when a vast majority of american christian religions did

mormons
cormons
and
Mormons
the
and
of
shakers
theologians
leaders
was
by
not
unnoticed
not

the

cormons on the subject of their dancing shows them
writings of the shakers and mormons
defending their dance practices against the attacks of other denominations

the strongest

line of shaker defense for their dancing was the citation of scriptural precedent

believers presented evidences from the bible of prophets and devout worshipers paying

43
587
devotion to god through dancing youngs 585
585587

after this recitation of biblical

authority the shakers responded to the familiar attack against the carnal nature of dance
with a final statement

this

manner of worship to the people of god is not empty nor

carnal but mighty through god joyful as heaven and solemn as eternity

the

youngs 588

mormons
cormons faced similar attacks for the preponderance of dancing among their

people brigham young boldly defended the LDS churche
churchs allowance of dancing with a
little bit of humor

brethren and sisters we enjoy music singing good society the ordinances

of the house of god and everything that the earth produces and all the
blessings that god has given we can enjoy and not sin

the world does

not know how to do this were they to meet together to dance and have a
1
I have heard many a minister say that there
sin
would
they
social party

were no fiddles in heaven

at

1
I do now
as
understand
not
that time did
1I

for 1I now know that there are no fiddles in hell there may be many
fiddlery
lers there but no fiddles journal of discourses 10313
fiddlers
fidd

the

cormons on the subject of their dancing show their
writings of the shakers and mormons

attempts to defend their dance practices against accusations of carnality and sin from

other christian denominations

shaker and mormon writings also show an interesting dichotomy that developed
in the two groups

among the shakers the subject of dancing was almost always

discussed as it was associated with their worship services

up until the last three or four

decades of the nineteenth century recreation was largely avoided and sometimes even

44
203
sm
decried in shakerism
stein
Shaken

shaker life was largely regimented upon theories of

work and worship recreation was often seen as unnecessary and undesirable in the

green
and seth wells in millennial church
strictness of the shaker way calvin
renounce the way in which dance outside of the society had been degraded to the point
where it was considered by most to be merely a vain recreation

90

shaker dancing

was to be used for a higher purpose in worship services in spite of this prevailing

attitude against recreation shaker dances often functioned as recreational activities for
those that performed them

on

cormons
an exactly opposite but parallel framework were the mormons
Mormons mormon

leaders declared repeatedly that dancing was exclusively for the purpose of recreation in

latter day saint life

1I

want it distinctly understood

fiddling and dancing are no part of our worship

brigham young declared that

journal of discourses 130

yet in the

journals of early LDS members dance is time and time again associated with feelings of
worship praise reverence and devotion to god

this dualism in the dancing of the

mormons makes it difficult at times to determine the exact function of the
shakers and cormons
dances they performed were they merely enjoying a diversion from the routines and
tasks of nineteenth century life or were they worshiping god

often the answer is both

dances served as both recreation and worship for these two religions sometimes
simultaneously

description of shaker dance

shaker dances may be grouped into four major categories
cate
gones
categones
categories

the first two

motioning dances and marches were the more minimalistic
mini malistic forms of shaker

45

moving

the last two forms improvisational

set steps and figures called laboring

or promiscuous dances and dances with

were the more full bodied forms of dancing

performed by the shakers

motl
moti
motioning

the shaker practice of

motioning was first introduced by mother lucy wright

in 1815 and usually accompanied the singing in shaker meetings

arm and head

gestures were performed that corresponded to the words being sung

for example

one

former member of the society during the first part of the nineteenth century described
the shakers putting their hands up to their foreheads as they sung

but now from my forehead ill quickly erase

the

1
the
stamp of
devils great I haskett 186

believers then performed the action described in the hymn by pulling their hands away
from their foreheads quickly with a plucking motion other examples of actions used to

accompany songs were pulling or pushing with the hands pointing to the ears or eyes

clasping the hands over the heart or bowing the head

motioning was used to help believers more fully understand and internalize the
patterson
in
this practice of
to
the
words
they
sung
hymns
their
according
meaning of
acting out the words of the songs was probably quite common among the shakers
28
between 1820 and 1870 27
2728

motioning was generally not a regular part of most

meetings after the 1870s but it was still taught sometimes informally to younger

shakers after that time

46

marc
marching

during the 1820s a new trend in shaker membership spurred the creation of a new
form of dance among the group A large proportion of believers at that time and actually
in times to come were elderly and could no longer perform the more energetic
11

promiscuous or laboring dances that will be discussed later in order to allow these

older members an opportunity to continue to be involved marches were developed that
were more in keeping with their physical abilities although originally designed

specifically with the elderly members of the group in mind marches were performed by
members of all ages
elastic step andrews

the basic footwork of the marches was a walk with a bounding or
dance in shaker ritual 9

different shaker communities

developed variations of this walk keeping the knees straight or bending them more but
no other steps were developed some elaborations of marching that came and went at

various times were bowing clapping and arm gestures similar to those used in

motioning

va nations between different marches were their spatial floor
the biggest variations

patterns

the

marches underwent a progression of increasing complexity in floor patterns

the first and most common march performed among the shakers was the circular march
chers as well as more rigorous dancers formed a
marchers
barchers
laborers this term was applied to mar
circle around the singers in the center of the room with the brothers in one half of the
circle and the sisters in the other they would march around the singers A lead singer
would pound his foot on the floor in time to the tune being sung so that the group could

patterson
266
in
stay step together

47

one british army officer ET coke wrote after watching their marching
scarcely ever saw so difficult or so well performed a field day

1I

they had been evidently

well drilled or they could not have acquired such skill in maneuvering

199

the

shakers marched in lines in squares in open rings and in complex maze like patterns

they diagramed and rehearsed figures of rotating circles lines and squares officer
countermarching
coke also declared that he witnessed such a series of marching and countermarching
slow step quick step and double quick step advancing and retiring forming open

column and close column perpendicular lines and oblique lines that it was sufficient to
puzzle and confound the clearest head of the lookers on

199

their figures were

intricately planned out and well rehearsed

between the 1850s and 1880s marches and most other forms of dance began to be
eliminated from shaker worship service although the marches remained longer than the
other dances they were used sparsely after the 1880s and were completely gone by 1930
at the latest in the 1870s and 1880s they underwent a process of extreme simplification
as the society strove for more cultivation and refinement in their attitudes and activities

patterson
relates the recollections of one man who lived in the north union
daniel
village in the 1880s
out palms up

t

the worshipers just walked up and down with their hands

he saw no one twirling about it was slow and dignified he said they

were in no hurry

patterson 388

marching arose as an innovation for accommodating

an aging shaker population but slowly faded to an artifact of

shaker dancing

48

improvisational dance

the earliest and most charismatic shaker dancing burst forth as energetically as
the relics of shaker dancing faded slowly

the first form of dancing among the shakers

was improvisational or promiscuous dancing as the shakers referred to it

it was

present from the beginning of the religious group and existed in many different forms
because this dancing was done exclusively on an individual level isaac N youngs a

member of the united society of believers from early childhood and a local leader in the
group for many years described the earliest shaker dancing as shaking turning bowing

patterson
74
the
on
qtd in
floor itd
rolling

another member valentine rathbun who

later left the shakers and published an account of his time among them described the

promiscuous dancing in more detail

everyone acts for himself and almost everyone different from the other
one will stand with his arms extended acting over odd postures which

they call signs another will be dancing and sometimes hopping on one leg

about the floor another will fall to turning around so swift that if it be a
woman her clothes will be filled with the wind as though they were kept
out by a hoop another will be prostrate on the floor

some trembling

extremely others acting as tho all their nerves were convulsed others
a
as
wheel
all
were
they
though
with
arms
their
turning
swinging
vigor

rathbun

7

it was this type of unpredictable improvisation that first gained the united society

patterson
notes
of believers the title of shakers from those who observed its dancing

49

that the name shaker was originally intended as an insult to mock the believers

dancing but the group treated the name more as a distinction of their singular gift for
dance 85

in fact the shakers considered the ability to dance this way as a literal gift

from god or operation of the spirit

many who engaged in promiscuous dancing often

green
a prominent
described a feeling of being acted upon by an outside power calvin
believer who was known for his gifts of inspiration described his experiences in dancing
as having a power come over him with great force & run all over & thro his whole

patterson
86
in
qtd
system itd

these gifts and operations were generally highly prized

and respected among the society

promiscuous dancing faded in shaker worship service about the tum
turn of the
eighteenth century but it reappeared again during several nineteenth century revivals in

shaker communities during these revivals gifts of dancing were poured out upon
believers along with heavenly visions and gifts of music and art

the longest of these

revivals referred to most commonly as mother anns work began in 1837 and lasted in

patterson
316
a
shaker settlements at least decade

russel haskell

a

believer at

enfield connecticut recorded the events of christmas day 1837

the meeting commenced a little past two oclock PM and was attended
with divine manifestations and great power of god such as shaking

whirling clapping of hands speaking in unknown tongue kneeling with
their faces to the floor

1I

some rolling some turning down on the

floor while some had new songs given them with some beautiful words

50

which were sung for an hour or more

the meeting continued over

seven hours itd
qtd in patterson 323

once again the trademark dancing of shakerism
sm
Shaken had returned to shaker meetings

one last form of improvisational dancing among the shakers worth noting is what
the shakers referred to as the practice of the taking in of native spirits

patterson 320

members of the society believed that native american spirits came clamoring
clamon ng to shaker
settlements for a chance at redemption they possessed the bodies of believers as an
learn the saving principles of the shaker gospel from those who already
opportunity to leam

had
different
knew it native spints
were
the
received
from
markedly
others
shakers
spirits
saints

mannen sms and dancing were foreign and at times outright bizarre to
their speech mannerisms

believers one shaker scribe wrote somewhat in dismay that it was inexpressible to see
so many persons possessed of indian spirits acting out all the barbarian gestures &

patterson
321
in
fluency
the
with
the
qtd
utmost
indian language
speaking
itd

these

native visitors often broke up meetings and caused general upheaval in ordinarily calm

shaker meetinghouses
meeting houses but they were accepted as another means by which believers
narrow
the
shown
be
unbelievers
could
could humble themselves to the will of god and un
believers

patterson
320
path

laboring
in 1788 father joseph meacham who had succeeded

ann lee began teaching

pre constructed dances different from the improvisational dances practiced in
ordered and preconstructed
the group up to that point

he received them through revelation and enacted the more

organized unison forms of dancing to promote the unity and solidarity that shakers

51

strove for in all other aspects of their lives patterson 99

edward andrews suggests

another possible reason for the change he concludes that it was likely outside pressures
that spurred the transition because believers were thron
ged by curious spectators who
thronged
thronger

were often dismayed at the disordered dancing they observed meacham introduced more

regulated dances to stem their astonishment and spare the shakers reputation as being
frenzied or out of control andrews

dance in shaker ritual

7

both internal concerns

for unity and external pressures likely contributed to the replacement of promiscuous

dancing with more proscribed forms

although improvisational dancing resurfaced in shaker services at various times
pre choreographed and memorized forms of dancing became the primary form of dancing
to be carried out by the shakers from 1788 until the 1880s

the shakers adopted a new

name for the new dance form father meacham introduced

laboring

the term was

commonly used to refer to dancing in set steps and figures but also later it was used to
patterson
100
indicate marching

the non marching form of laboring dances had certain

universal characteristics but also changed to have different variations throughout

different time periods in shaker history

the features that were common to almost all proscribed shaker dancing were the
posture and carriage of the body the footwork and a separation of the sexes during the
dances believers were taught to keep the upper body upright or bent only slightly

patterson
102
forward
strained
11

shaker dancing was intended to look and feel natural and not

the footwork was fairly simple

step and the shuffle

using only variations of two basic steps the

the step was used for any figures that traveled across the floor

52

thomas hammond described it as
patterson
102
in
qtd
floor itd

a kind of double hop or a little slip of the foot on the

it was actually a skip and was often accompanied by

gestures of the arms to keep time with the music

there are also times

in shaker records

when the word step seems to describe a literal step or walk performed in the dances

walking was used in the laboring dances less often than skipping it will be noted in the
descriptions of dancing that follow when the description suggests that the term step
61

likely meant a walk and when it meant a skip

place

the

other footwork used by believers was the shuffle it was used for dancing in

the

shuffle was harder to execute and also harder to describe in writing

an

anonymous shaker writer noted it as having a particular hitch difficult for some to

patterson
102
in
qtd
learn itd
leam

to execute a shuffle

one shaker song instructed strike

qtd in andrews
the shuffle back make the solid sound itd

gift

103

another description

told that the knees were to be bent twice in each shuffle while moving up and down as
little as possible

the shuffle was probably some sort of beating or striking of the floor

with one foot followed by a weight change to both feet and a slight bouncing in the
the
which
striking
the
direction
sinking
that
involved
knees it grew to have several va
in
variations
vanations
vacations
nations

patterson
102
and
was
fast
completed
also how slow or
step was executed
it

the

final universal aspect of shaker dancing was a strict separation of the sexes

although shaker dances sometimes resembled secular folk dancing practiced commonly
stnct
outside shaker settlements the dancing of the believers was distinct in its sanct
strict

no
sexes
female partnering was allowed when dancers formed
the
of
male
malefemale
separation
ranks they were divided with a rank of brothers on the left and sisters on the right

53

patterson 102

in other formations such as circles or squares of dancers the men and

women were always separate

this practice mirrored other aspects of shaker life believers lived in communal
societies and held all things in common As a strictly celibate society however they

divided members along gender lines in every aspect of life including sleeping
arrangements eating arrangements household duties and worship settings

for many

years they carried out strict regulations about all contact between men and women in the

society they forbade males and females from passing each other on the stairs and even
built separate doors so that the two would never have to pass through doorways at the
same time segregating their dancing was an obvious necessity in the context of other

shaker practices
although these characteristics were common to almost all shaker laboring dances
in the course of shaker history the shakers also developed different variations in dances

that dealt with dance figures and formations relationship of dancers to each other and the

representation of doctrinal ideas in their dancing during the earliest period from 1788
until 1800 laboring dances were simple in both formation and footwork dancers usually

stood in separate parallel lines and advanced retreated or shuffled in place dances from
this time period include the holy order the skipping manner the hollow square the

square
manner
manner
step all
the
step
and
the
the
walking
drumming
regular
seven were very similar to each other but some were embellished with clapping raising

of the arms or turns

all
was
very
of the variations of
of
characteristic
holy
order
the

laboring developed during this time period

54

the holy order was given by revelation to father joseph meacham and
introduced to the church in 1787 or 1788 it continued to be performed among the

shakers for at least 75 years and was described in the shaker union village family

pattersonl07
107
journal as the most solemn and beautiful order of worship itd
qtd in patterson

to

prepare for the dance the brothers and sisters formed two separate ranks or lines at one
end of the meetinghouse facing the singers on the other end

the dancers advanced three

steps or skips then turned brothers to the right and sisters to the left and shuffled

they then retreated three steps or skips and turned and shuffled again they continued
with another advance of three steps shuffled without the turn retreated three steps and

again shuffled

this entire sequence of advancing and retreating was repeated the

dancers finished the holy order

patterson
103
a
in
with section of shuffling place

with their simple ranks and variations of advancing and retreating early laboring dances
were the simplest forms of organized dancing the shakers performed
1832 elaborated
18221832
laboring of the middle period lasting approximately from 1822

upon the simple conventions developed during the early period

the most notable change

to occur in shaker laboring during this time was the addition of more complex and

expansive figures to the dancing instead of moving in simple lines laborers began to be
organized in circles and squares for the dances three primary types of laboring dances

square
square
step were created among the shakers during the
and
hollow
round
middle period
a
and
the
sisters
brothers
brought
of
shaker community to the
dance
round
the

center of the meetinghouse floor there they formed a double circle surrounding the
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singers who stood in the very center

the men in the group formed one half of the double

circle and the women formed the other half each brother stood next to another brother
and each sister next to another sister facing the direction in which the dancing was to

partners
stood with their shoulders touching each other
proceed

the dance was composed of two parts during the first part of the dance

the

laborers skipped around the circle brothers starting on the left foot and sisters on the
right until the last two beats of the section when they all turned to face the singers in the

the second part of the dance was simply made up of shuffling in place

center

facing the

patterson
was
the
dance
repeated twice to complete
center of the room each section
261

the round dance was very simple both in footwork and in floor pattern

but it

used the circle a figure not used in the early period to move the laborers across the floor

square
square
step
and
dances also used simple footwork but brought
hollow
the
laborers out of their parallel lines into separate squares instead of a circle

during the longest of the shaker revivals called mother anns work which
lasted approximately from 1837 to the late 1840s a few new forms of ordered laboring
were also introduced these new dances were almost always received by direct

revelation often through dreams in which shaker members witnessed heavenly beings
dancing these dances were more directly tied to doctrinal ideas than earlier dances

they also continued the pattern of increased complexity in floor patterns
path
narrow
was a fairly simple new dance brought to believers in 1840 by
the
the spirit of one of the deceased founders of the society william

brother

ann
lee
lees

it is a good example of the doctrinal themes that began to be expressed in
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dances during this time period originally introduced as an individual exercise believers

performed this dance for ten minutes every day in preparation for greater spiritual
manifestations A short time later it was taught as a group dance where worshipers
formed separate ranks and walked slowly in a very straight line placing each foot directly

qtd
in front of the other so that the heel of one foot was placed to the toe of the other itd

patterson
363
in

the dance symbolized the actual narrow path that led to salvation

upon which all faithful believers needed to place themselves
the dances during mother

narrow
path
is one of
the

anns work that showed an increased focus on doctrinal

about
taught
cleansing
themes
that
dances
shakers
doctrinal
expressed
other
meaning
enemy
the
of
righteousness
tuai blessings and wamng
themselves to receive spiritual
against
warring
spin tual
waing

mother anns work tied dancing more directly to doctrinal principles

square
shuffle was another revival dance of this time period
antediluvian
the

the

footwork of this dance was similar to those dances performed in earlier time periods

advancing and retreating skips turning shuffling repeating the sequence and shuffling
in place

the

square
shuffle came in the pattern it
the
feature
of
antediluvian
innovative

each
and
moved
other
around
squares
nc
created on the floor dancers formed concentric
in
concent

alternating directions one square would go to the right the next square out would go to
the left and so forth

patterson 385

the mass of dancers filled the meetinghouse as it was performed

square
and
heavenly
march
check were other dances of this
the

revival period that introduced direct partnenng
partnering couples of sisters or brothers danced

patterson
379 382
in
these
dances
in
facing each other or circled and out of each other
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the late laboring period was a time of refining and paring down for shaker
dancing many of the dances that had been developed in earlier times had been dropped
from use by the time the late period arrived in the late 1850s those that remained were

modified and simplified to reflect a growing trend of moderation and refinement in

shaker attitudes and practices the only major innovation to arise in the dances at this
doctrinal themes associated with the movement
time was an even stronger emphasis on doctnnal

patterson 387

the use of the arms in shaker dances is one of the best examples of this

trend in 1842 a revelation at the mount lebanon village instructed laborers to dance
with their arms out and palms upturned so that the angels would bestow upon them the

gifts of god itd
qtd

patterson
387
in

by the late laboring period this convention of

dancing with the palms up had crept into every dance performed among the believers

however the number and variety of dances performed at all was steadily declining
from
and
toward
the
itself
distanced
sm
more
moved
As shakerism
mainstream
Shaken

earlier times of fervor laboring dances became slower and calmer by 1884 the only

earned out in shaker services was a slow and minimal
movement that was still being carried
march one believer florence phelps recalled a meeting of young people held in the
1890s where an older sister came to teach a laboring dance from earlier days

patterson
got such a laugh out of it miss phelps told daniel
we never learned the dance

patterson 454

well we

that they stopped it and

the close of the late laboring period in the

1880s effectively marked the end of a century long tradition of dancing among the united

society of believers what remained among the believers after the 1880s were vestigial
traces of the full bodied dance once performed among them
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shaker dances of worship and recreation

for the shakers dancing functioned most often as a form of worship carried out
during formal worship services dance was a means of showing humility to the will of

god it served as an act of mortification for the shakers allowing them to manifest their
desire to put off the carnal aspects of their lives dance was a way in which believers

could feel the power of god come over them and it was performed as a form of praise to

god shaker members recorded instances of dance as a part of worship service both in
personal journals and in collective records

the record of one worship meeting

held in the shaker community at alfred

maine on christmas day 1845 is one of the most comprehensive examples of how dance
functioned as worship in this extraordinary meeting believers manifested many of the

characteristics common to shaker dances of worship it was held on christmas day in
accordance with a revelation received three months earlier instructing them to do so and
was recorded for the society in alfred by an anonymous scribe

this unnamed shaker

wrote that the believers met together to hold a worship service and spent the day in

prayer singing dancing and receiving revelation from various members of the group

god
the
from
for
relayed
and
visions
society
mediums
warnings
instructions
these

the

revelations also contained directives for the believers to dance in particular ways

many of the dances performed that day portrayed a theme of the need for humility
among the alfred believers one brother in the group relayed instructions for kneeling
and crawling as a means of showing humility to

related

god the recorder of this meeting

elder brother merrill observed that he had been impressed that it was our duty
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to humble ourselves before

god and manifest our humility before each other by crawling

upon our hands and knees back and forth on the floor

the believers responded to his suggestion

journal of december 25th
25

8

very readily and crawled to show their

humility before god and to each other later in the meeting another brother instructed
the members of the society to bow low all ye people and bend your knees and bow

your faces to the floor

25h 15
journal of december 25th

the group together proceeded to

bow down with their faces to the floor and reflect on their humble state by physically

carrying out movement in their meetings that manifested an attitude of humility the

shakers used dance in worship services to both manifest and increase feelings of humility
among believers

dancing was also used in worship services to symbolically express the shakers
belief in the mortification or putting off of the carnal elements of life in this same

christmas day service as the group lay face down on the meeting house floor the brother
who had instructed the society to bow proclaimed

yourselves each one from your death and bondage

arise arise and again shake
25th 15
journal of december 25

the

alfred believers rose from the floor and shook in a dance of fervor and desire to
symbolically rid themselves of the death sin and bondage of mortality they repeated
this dance of purging several times throughout the meeting

powerful shake
7

the author recorded at one point in the entry

had a very zealous and
journal of december 25th
25

shaking symbolically represented in dance the shakers desire to free themselves of

carnal elements
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As the believers shook themselves in this dance their fervor and dedication was

rewarded with manifestations of the power of god

many of the young brethren

and sisters were seized with the power of god bowing twisting and turning
25th
9
25
of december

journal

the meeting progressed and an increasing number of those

participating experienced this feeling of being overtaken with divine power

all united

and again shook powerfully many more were seized with the power of god some

speaking in tongues bowing turning
fuming and various operations
25th 17
25

journal of december

these manifestations were not limited to the improvisational shaking dances

even as the group joined together in regulated marching and other proscribed dances
members of the society were again affected by divine forces

labored a quick song

during which some ten or twelve of the young sisters received very powerful operations

of the gifts of god

journal of december 25th
25h 17

dances of worship such as these

god
of
power
the
exponence
became opportunities for believers to physically expenence
experience
just as dance was a means of receiving communication from god it was also a
means of communicating feelings of praise to god in shaker worship services A

summary
summay view of the millennial church explained this function of dance in worship
services

the faculty of dancing

was undoubtedly created for the honor and glory

of the creator and therefore it must be devoted to his service in order to answer that
purpose

green 92

dancing as a form of praise was practiced often among the

shakers

lucy ann hammond

a young

shaker from the harvard massachusetts society

kept a short journal of her experiences in 1830 visiting three other shaker communities
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she recorded her experiences in dancing with the members of each society her relatively
brief record mentions dancing often hammond wrote specifically of experiences in
dancing to praise god such as one event during a sunday worship service in new

lebanon new york after singing hymns and listening to several sermons hammond
described elder brother said he wanted to rejoice we rejoice in the dance eldress

now
me
came
and
to
said
rejoice
ruth

1I

can truly say 1I did

hammond

dancing was

carried out in shaker meetings as form of communicating praise and thanksgiving to god

another journal from the same time period kept by elizabeth lovegrove in the
mount lebanon society similarly shows dancing as a form of praising god
then went forth in exercise in marching shuffling and various ways

sometimes we shook sometimes

.1
1

we

lovegrove penned

we rejoiced clasped hands leaped turned

bowed and served god with all our hearts

10
93
9310

the shakers believed that dancing

was a fitting part of worship services through which they could express praise and

rejoicing to god

but worship was not the only function of dance among the shakers for many
shakers dancing also served as a form of recreation even while it was performed in
worship services devout shakers worked hard in shaker communities shaker women
spent long hours doing domestic chores and shaker men were constantly engaged in

maintenance and farming in shaker villages hard work was a central ethic around which

believers organized their lives in this culture of work dancing was often perceived by
those shakers who performed it as a diversion from the monotony and rigors of

nineteenth century domestic and agricultural work

the acceptable venue for performing
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dance in shakerism was a group meeting meetings were held often throughout the week
not just on sundays

the need was frequent for diversion in the midst of a culture with

such a strong emphasis on work

meetings were not formally labeled as recreational events but for those who
participated in them they functioned as such

journal
from the shakers
meeting
the

living at mount lebanon in 1842 told of the meeting schedule

meetings of some kind

are very regularly attended either to worship or reading and singing meetings and most

of them are enlivening and refreshing

extracts from the meeting journal

3

meetings were perceived by members not only as a time to worship but also as a time to
be enlivened and refreshed

the dancing performed in group meetings functioned as

recreation for the shakers

this recreational function of dance can be seen

in the language the shakers used

to describe their experiences in dancing dancing is described with words such as

lively

freedom

rejoicing

glorious

and refreshing

in shaker journals

for

example the meeting journal from mount lebanon stated that the members there

exercised in square order and circular march and danced a few lively tunes
considerable freedom manifested

extracts from the meeting journal 10

dancing

fulfilled the need for recreation and diversion that the shakers had in their rigorous lives

shaker records point even more specifically to this recreational function in
describing particular meetings where dancing was performed in her record of her trip to
other shaker communities lucy ann hammond revealed an example of recreational
dancing in shaker meetings after spending several weeks in the new lebanon
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community hammond and those with her prepared to return to the harvard shaker

the

village

members at new lebanon held an informal farewell dance for their

departing brothers and sisters hammond reported on the meeting

the elders came down

we placed in ranks william burnham spoke and

opened the meeting they marched two songs then went in the round two
then the brethren and sisters took their own rooms and labored a few

songs very lively

then took our seats and visited very fast no idle

time after visiting about an hour they arose and sung farewell

hammond
dancing served as a social recreation for the two groups of parting shakers
elizabeth lovegrove recorded in her journal the shakers interest and excitement
for dancing as a diversion from the other aspects of their lives one evening the society
at mount

lebanon where lovegrove resided was apparently anxiously awaiting that

nights meeting

we felt impatient for meeting time to come she reported lovegrove

ings flashed and rain
lighten
tightenings
938 but 0 alas in the evening the thunder rolled the lightenings
poured down in great fury which deprived us of our meetings and made us feel very

disconsolate

938

A short time later a small group assembled in the meeting house to

sing and lovegrove was sent to spread the news that the meetings were going to be held
in spite of the rain

1I ran
1I

to join the first company could get and soon the alarm
1I

spread around the house that there was liberty for us to go to the meeting room and march
a little now

lovegrove 938

dancing in this instance functioned as the only and

much anticipated form of recreation available to the society
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lovegrove also wrote about special outings where dancing was performed she
recorded a summer outing where meetings were held outside presumably for the purpose

of enjoying a particularly nice summers day

in the afternoon we marched up into the

north orchard and had our meeting the trees were in full bloom and the fragrant smells
added pleasure to the joyful scene

1
2
94
941
12
9412

the believers commenced a worship

a
sense of enjoyment and
reveals
the
of
but
underlying
feeling
the
meeting
service

entertainment for the gathering

we had a glorious meeting lovegrove reported

with singing and dancing praising marching leaping shouting preaching and

praying

942

later in shaker history after the 1850s the earlier strictness against recreation
began to be loosened somewhat from this point on the shakers more openly engaged in

moore
nancy
in the south union kentucky
1863
in
of
shakeress
october
recreation
ng to that described by elizabeth lovegrove
shaker settlement wrote of a similar gathering
gathen
in 1827

this time

ng was more explicitly understood to be
the purpose for the gathering
gathen

recreation she tells that all who were able to go
and
this
forenoon
spree
nic
pic
picnic

went to the flat rock to have a little

they played and jumped ropes then partook of a

little repast then assembled together and sung and marched and danced

162

activities such as this one were common in shaker settlements in the second half of the
nineteenth century in these outings dancing provided entertainment recreation and
social interaction for members of the united society of believers although shaker

dancing remained distinct from social forms of dancing performed by non shakers it

performed many of the same social or recreational functions
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mormon dance description

mon nons followed more closely the trends of social
cormons
unlike the shakers the mormons
dancing occurring in the rest of america in the nineteenth century by the late 1830s

mormon
monnon
when mon
non dancing really began to flourish dancing in the united states was no
longer exclusively the realm of the elite class instead of focusing on intricate footwork
and proper placement of the body in courtly dances dance manuals began to stress figures
and spatial relationships of dancers schneider 624

mormon dancing similarly reflected

this new attention to general moving rather than classical technique

one observer colonel thomas L kane wrote of the mormon dancing he
witnessed in july 1846 on the banks of the missouri

river

their leading off the dancing in a great double cotillion was the signal
bade the festivity commence

debon
debonnair
nair violins
to the canto of debonnaire

the cheer

of horns the jingle of sleigh bells and the jovial snoring of the tamborine
ions of
processions
professions
they did dance none of your minuets
miniets or other mortuary process

gentles in etiquette tight shoes pinching gloves but the spirited and
scientific displays of our venerated merry grandparents
danced french fours copenhagen jigs

they

virginia reels and the like

forgotten figures executed with the spirit of people too happy to be slow
or bashful or constrained

1
3
31
30
3031
303

mormon dancing during the nineteenth century was reflective of the overall trend in

american social dancing towards socializing and recreation and away from etiquette and
formality
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there were two primary forms of dancing performed by average latter day saint
members from the late 1830s until the 1880s these forms were general social dancing
usually performed at places such as parties and balls for the purpose of mingling and

entertaining and exhibition dances exhibition dances were done in similar settings to
the social dances but were intended more as small performances than as general

parlicipatory forms of dancing
participatory

social

V

z
manitz
i
manf
mani
dances

although some social dances came and went with changing fashions over the 40
year period from the late 1830s to the 1880s certain dances persisted as principle forms

grand
illions and
quadrilles
filles or Cot
march Quad
cotillions
the

of mormon dancing during this time
the virginia

reel

were the most representative and universal examples of mormon social

mormons
cormons
the
by
ned
dancing these forms of social dancing were consistently perfon
performed
ferfon
throughout the nineteenth century

grand
grand
in
a
any
was
dance
common
event
to
beginning
march
march
the
the
mormon culture

pioneers
the
record in one of their historical
of
utah
daughters
the

quarterlies that after the opening prayer in every mormon community dance the
orchestra played the grand march

dancing

A pioneer

recreation 345

there are

many accounts that tell of grand marches leading out a dance event but few actually

describe the grand march again the daughters of the utah pioneers relate that the

grand march was generally led by those highest in authority in the community
dancing A pioneer recreation 345

they also describe how the grand march

initiated the rest of the dances of the evening putting dancers in place to begin the first

67

most of the time the participants in the march broke up into groups of

set of the ball

eight to start a quadrille

dancing

A pioneer recreation 345

the march was a

type of processional that ceremoniously began the dance event

the

mormons
cormons give little other description of this grand march but a

contemporary account published in philadelphia in the 1870s gives a fuller description

of what the grand marches were probably like in his dance manual EB reilley tells of
the grand march
&c and is
it generally heads the programme
gramme of balls parties soirees ac
pro
programma

sometimes performed immediately preceding supper and is properly

executed as follows

the first gentleman

and lady will promenade around

the room the others will all follow then the whole will form a single

column of two lines gentlemen on the left and ladies on the right when
they all execute the grand march around the room as directed by the

master of ceremonies 199

the

quadrille even more characteristic of mormon dance events than the grand march

was the quadrille often called a cotillion almost every written record of mormon

dancing until the 1880s that specifically mentions the types of dances performed at events
mentions a quadrille or cotillion even in the harsh winter of 1846 as the saints camped
in tents on the bank of the mississippi

river after being driven from their homes in

nauvoo they danced cotillions
cot illions one young mormon woman who spent the winter in
these circumstances wrote that they would form a cotillion

by the big log fire and

68

often they did so at evening and danced to amuse themselves
them selves as well as to keep their

blood in proper circulation
Whitney travels 102
circulationwhitney

the terms quadrille or cotillion
several different but similar dances

were actually broad names used to describe

ruth E yashko

in her study of pioneer dancing in

utah delineates the five different dances that were often denoted with the names
quadrille or cotillion although yashko focuses on dances from utah during the latter

half of the nineteenth century these dances were generally very similar to those

cormons in other places
performed in earlier times among the mormons

the

plain quadrille

polka
and
quadrille were similar
quadrille
quadrille
quadrille
variety
waltz
lancers
to each other in that all five involved four couples dancing together

the gentlemen

would stand on the right in each pair and each couple would stand opposite from another
so that the eight dancers together formed a square with open comers yashko 23

each

quadrille was made up of three four or five different parts called changes different
music was played for each of the changes

there were many different varieties within each type of quadrille steps were
varied but involved the type of movement that is typically pictured in a square dance

callers would direct dancers in steps such as an allemande right

in this step each

gentleman passing by his partner gives his right hand to the lady on his right and
turns her once around clockwise

yashko 23

dancers engaged in other steps such as

advancing and retreating exchanging places with other dancers in the square joining
24
hands and circling bowing and passing through each other yashko 23
2324

depended most upon who was calling the dances

variations
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the biggest differences between the five forms of quadrilles were the footwork
used to move dancers around and through each other and what happened between

changes in the dances

the

plain quadrille was the most common quadrille performed by

mormons
the cormons
Mormons it was usually danced with a smooth walking step or a two step if the
music had a two step rhythm yashko 19

the

plain quadrille differed from the lancers

quadrille in footwork the lancers quadrille used a quick gliding step rather than a
smooth walking step it also included an introduction where dancers would salute or
bow to their partners or the comers of the square before beginning to dance yashko 19

footwork was the primary distinction between these two forms of quadrilles
polka
quadrille were distinct because
and
quadrille
fille
quadrille
Quad
variety
waltz
the
they included some sort of dancing step in the breaks between changes

quadrille ended each change with a different step

the

the variety

first change might end with a

waltz the second with a polka and the third with a schottische similar to a polka

the

waltz and polka quadrilles used only their respective dance steps on breaks between
20
1920
changes yashko 19

in a waltz quadrille for example dancers would move in and

fuming and changing places and partners
around each other advancing and retreating turning
during the changes in between changes they would waltz with their own partners and
then return to the square for another change with the group

canses
in
the
in
england
country
originated
or
danses
dances
contra
virginia
reel
the
seventeenth century they were performed by couples who danced through a set pattern

of figures usually in lines but sometimes in squares by the 1850s country dances were
thought to be out of fashion both in europe and in most parts of the united states

70

cormons continued to do some country dancing later than most of
pugliese 257 but the mormons
their american contemporaries colonel thomas

kanes description quoted above

cormons 30
31
eludes to this continuance of country dances among the mormons
3031

colonel kane

cormons as they danced country dances but the practice of including a
witnessed the mormons
large number of country dances in their social dance events did not last long

most records of mormon dancing that post date colonel kanes encounter record
only one country dance being practiced as a regular part of latter day saint dances the

virginia reel or sir roger de coverley

room
ball
dime
beadles
ballroom companion and

guide to da
dancing published in 1868 offers an explanation for this one remaining
country dance
it is customary to conclude the evening with some simple jovial spirit

stirring dance in which all young and old slim and obese may take a
part any contre
centre danse country dance answers this purpose but the

prime favorite is sir roger de coverley or virginia

reel which has held

its own in spite of the lapse of time and the mutations of fashion

beadle

23

although beadles guide was describing dance gatherings in the east this convention of
including one virginia reel was also very common and almost without exception at

latter day saint dance events
mormon records do not specifically describe the particular way in which the

virginia reel was carried out among the latter day saints but it was likely very similar
to the virginia

reel

mormons
mormon
cormons
non
by
in
of
being done other parts the country

71

converts came in a continual stream from the eastern united states to LDS settlements
further west these converts brought with them dance manuals from the east and the
knowledge of dancing being performed in the east without specific descriptions of

mormon dancing eastern dancing manuals and guides written before the 1880s become
the closest source for determining what mormon dances looked like

for example

a

new
york
in
in 1863 was used by a popular
grove
hillsgrove
dance manual written by thomas HAls
hnis
hais
mormon
in
he
as
dances
years
many
out
and
carried
dance
for
caller
musician
utah
communities daughters

dancing A pioneer recreation 354

without much specific

description by mormon writers this manual and others like it are good sources for

understanding what mormon dances probably were like
in the virginia

reel

six to eight couples formed two lines facing each other with

the gentlemen in one line and ladies in the other

the couple closest to the musicians was

titled the head couple and the one farthest away was the foot couple

the first part of the

dance consisted of several sets in which the head lady and foot gentleman and the head

gentleman and foot lady took turns advancing and retreating diagonally towards each
other these couples from opposite ends of the lines met in the middle of the two lines
and performed different figures such as turning around each other and doing dos a dos

around each other hillsgrove describes the remainder of the virginia reel as it was
likely carried out in mormon settlements

the

head couple join right hands and turn once and a half round the head

lady then turns with the left hand every gentleman down the line

alternately turning her partner with the right hand while the gentleman

72

turns every lady with his left hand alte
alternately
mately turning his partner with the

right when they amve
aeve
arrive at the bottom they turn partners and pass up inside
to the head again and then separate the lady turning to the right and

passing down on the outside of the ladies line and the gentleman turning
to the left and passing down on the outside of the gentlemen and all

follow meeting their partners at the foot and return up on the inside to
places the first couple then join hands chassez
chassee down the middle and take

their position below the last couple then the figure commences with a
new couple at the head 225
226
225226

the dance continued until every couple had their turn as head couple and completed the
figures that the first couple had done

the virginia reel was a common addition to many

mormon social dance events

theme dances one final aspect of mormon social dancing worth noting is the common
practice of holding theme dances these dances were organized around a certain theme
that encouraged socializing or highlighted a particular group in the community bow

dances toe dances and weigh dances were some of the activities organized to promote

socializing at mormon dances

for bow dances every lady who came to the dance would

bring two bows or ribbons she would wear one and seal one in an envelope

the men at

the dance would draw an envelope and match their bows to the ones being worm
worn by the
wom

ladies to find their first partners for the dances

for toe dances

the ladies at the dance

would stand behind a curtain with only the toes of their shoes showing

the men who

came would each pick a toe and stand by the ladys foot they had chosen when the

73

curtain was pulled back they were face to face with their dance partners for the next
dance weigh dances were a novel way of collecting entrance fees to dances
had weigh dances

one mormon woman recalled

for the partner he drew
draw a name

daughters

the girls

when we

a man would pay so much a pound

names were placed in a hat then the boys would each

the girls would be weighed
pioneer dancing 377

and the boys usually paid half a cent a pound

theme dances such as the bow toe and weigh

dances encouraged the social aspects of mormon dances
lgrant
other theme dances helped to highlight particular members especially imn
immigrant

members of different mormon communities during the second half of the nineteenth

century mormon missionaries began to be sent throughout the world especially to

europe to spread the message of mormonism most foreign converts to the mormon
church during this time left their homes and made the long journey to the united states to

bom latter day saints brought
join themselves with the rest of the saints these foreign born
with them many cultural traditions including dance theme dances that focused on

particular international traditions were one of the ways that foreign dancing infused itself
into the mormon culture

for example latter day saints who had immigrated from scotland held scottish
dances where they danced highland flings and sword dances dressed in the native

costumes they had brought from scotland daughters

pioneer dancing 390

cormons had emigrated from many different countries
communities mormons

in some

the town of

cormons from four different parts of the
spanish fork utah was primarily settled by mormons
world

As spanish

fork was largely made up of people from wales england
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scandinavia and iceland each nationality held a dance at least once a year
pioneer dancing 392

daughters

each dance event with an ethnic theme highlighted a particular

count
rys native dances during welsh dances step dancing was featured during irish
countrys
dances those who knew jigs had an opportunity to dance them

and during

scandinavians celebrations they danced the danish swift theme dances that focused on
oil
mormons immigrated highlighted national dances and
the native countries
count nes from which cormons
helped to spread them throughout mormon communities

exhibition dances

these ethnic dances also appeared in the exhibition dances that were performed
by

latter

gos
and 70s a succession of theater
day saints at this time during the 1850s

the
and
outlined
these
has
were
organized
utah
sowell
debra
in
companies
companies

performances they presented of drama dance and pantomime only a small number of

latter day saints actually ever performed dances in this theatrical setting but larger
cormons were involved in smaller dance exhibition performances throughout
numbers of mormons
mormon settlements these performances commonly took place during
dunng
duang the intermissions
mormons were engaged in social dancing exhibition dances
of parties and balls where cormons
were sometimes performed by local dancing masters or more often they were presented

count nes or whose families had
by individuals who were immigrants from other countries
count nes and had brought ethnic dances with them
immigrated from other countries

one member of the Kays
waysville
ville utah community for example recalled the small
kaysville
some
1870s
and
1860s
in
members
the
that
there
place
took
performances
intermission
of the group would sing and the dancing master mr burton usually favored them with
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a step dance or a broom
stick dance
broomstick

daughters dancing A pioneer recreation 366

ethnic dances especially those from the british isles became the favorite exhibition
dance form in many mormon communities certain saints in the southern utah town of

kanab
canab were well known for their jigs daughters dancing A pioneer recreation 377
in

st george utah several of the older settlers could really do the hornpipe the

highland fling and double shuffles furnishing top entertainment and a lot of variety
during the dance intermission

daughters pioneer dancing 364

mormon

communities throughout utah and idaho sported this type of exhibition dancing in which
local members of the community put on small performances usually made up of ethnic

dances during the intermissions of social dance events

mormon dances of recreation and worship

the

mormons was recreation
most frequent reason for dancing among the cormons

the

latter day saints danced to find diversion from many of the hardships they endured
throughout their early history
and happy circumstances

they also danced at other times to celebrate prosperous

mormon recreational dancing occurred in the latter day saint

mormons were crossing the
settlement in nauvoo illinois it was performed while the cormons
plains on their way to the

great salt lake valley and dancing was also done in latter

day saint settlements of the utah territory journals and autobiographies of early latter
day saints are the most useful sources for describing the recreational function of mormon

dancing in each of these places

the

LDS church settlement in nauvoo illinois was the first place in which the

mormons
cormons openly performed and accepted dancing as an appropriate activity for church
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cormons as to
members prior to that time there was a degree of uncertainty among mormons
how dancing was to be treated in their religion

an incident that occurred in the LDS

settlement at kirtland ohio where the saints lived prior to coming to nauvoo shows the
hesitancy of some early mormon members to give up the anti
dancing traditions of many
antidancing

of their contemporary american christians
meetings recorded that in 1837

the minute book for church administrative

ed twenty
disfellowship
the church in kirtland disfellowshiped

two

brethren and sisters until they make satisfaction for uniting with the world in a dance the

thursday previous
that in joseph

smith history 2519

mormon historian milton backman explains

smiths absence local leaders in kirtland who had been raised in the

christian tradition of dancing as a sin acted to eliminate the recreation from the church
there without having received guidance on the subject from smith 246

but by the time

the saints settled in nauvoo a different attitude toward recreational dancing was

beginning to emerge

helen mar whitney an early member of the LDS church admitted that no girl
loved dancing better than did
1I

scenes and incidents in nauvoo 90 Whit
neys
whitneys
whitneyt

reminiscences of early mormon history include many references to dancing she
recorded that in nauvoo in 1842 dancing was not so much approved at that time at least
was not so commonly practiced among the saints

this

whitney scenes in nauvoo 146

statement reflects an attitude toward dance reminiscent of that taken in kirtland

nauvoo
in
a
scene
a
very
different
later
year
only
reported
whitney
but
winter of 1843 there were plenty of parties and balls
90

during the

scenes and incidents in nauvoo

on christmas day of that same year joseph smith recorded that he held a dance

at
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his own house

A large party supped
cupped at my house and spent the evening in music

ac in a most cheerful and friendly manner
dancing &c

history 6134

vestiges of

traditional christian prohibitions against dancing began to fall away in nauvoo and
dancing became an accepted and more widely practiced form of recreation among the

mormons
cormons
Mormons

the latter

day saints began to leave their settlement in nauvoo in early 1846

LDS church educational system 309

the first wagon train to cross the mississippi

nauvoo
was only the first of hundreds of wagon and handcart companies that
of
out
river

great
mormon
states
eastern
the
to
from
the
converts
salt lake valley
brought
united
between 1846 and the late 1860s these cross country journeys were long and often

difficult for the individuals that made the migration to utah dancing was recorded again
and again in the journals of latter day saints crossing the plains it served as recreation

or diversion from the hardships that many saints endured in their journeys
in fact the mormon precedent for dancing on their journeys across the plains was

set just prior to the departure of the first wagon train bound for utah in their winter

camp of 1847 mormon prophet brigham young received a revelation from god that
specifically instructed the latter day saints

if thou art merry praise the lord with

singing with music with dancing and with a prayer of praise and thanksgiving

doctrine and covenants 13628

this admonition was included in the doctrine and

covenants as a scriptural reassurance of the appropriateness of dancing in mormon life

the instruction was implemented frequently and gratefully among groups of migrating
LDS pioneers daniel H wells an early mormon church leader described the
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cormons as they crossed the plains in one simple
prevalence of dancing among the mormons
statement

upon the plains you can see them dancing and kicking up their heels sic

journal of discourses 5541
41

mormon
and
of
journals
pilgrims who
the
reminiscences

took part in these long treks repeatedly testify of the truth of wells statement and of the

mormons
cormons eagerness to dance with a merry heart in spite of difficult conditions

aroet lucious hale crossed the plains to the salt lake valley as a teenager in one
of the first mormon wagon trains to make the expedition he recalled the recreational
dancing that he engaged in during the journey west

our travels across the plains was a long tiresome trip over one thousand
miles with ox teams it was hard on old people and women with children

the

young folks had enjoyment presidents young and kimball were very

kind and indulgent to the young
so apart

they frequently stopped within a mile or

the young would visit from one camp to the other and frequently

would get music and have a good dance on the ground hale 17

hales

account shows how brigham young and another leading mormon authority heber

C kimball arranged the long pioneer journey to allow the young people from both

groups to hold dances along the way

this encouragement of dance by latter

day saint

other journals from this time
leadership is evidenced in otherjournals

the

autobiography of robert gardner records his memories of a difficult time in

mormon history when chuich
dancing
church
chulch leaders encouraged recreational
creational
ic

the summer after

government
nauvoo
states
left
the
demanded that five hundred
the saints
united
mormon volunteers from the temporary mormon settlement in iowa join the army and
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march to mexico to assist in fighting the mexican american

cormons
war the mormons

obliged forming the mormon battalion under very arduous circumstances in order to
prove their loyalty to the government many women and children were left to make the
long journey to the salt

gardner
was one of the men left among the
alone
valley
lake

mormons
cormons to help the families whose fathers and husbands were gone he described the
situation that arose

many an evening 1I have visited the families of men who had gone

with the battalion in time of snow storms and found them in open log houses

1I

1
I could but it seemed hard times
all
go
them
and
help
would
get them some dry wood and

men was so scarce and so many sick and dying

gardner 14

in these terrible

conditions gardner explained how mormon leaders continued to encourage recreational
dancing

yet the authorities kept up their meetings and now and then had

keep up the spirits of the people

latter

14

a dance to

recreational dances enlivened the spirits of the

mormon
leaders
by
encouraged
were
and
as
the
day saints they crossed
plains

the

mormon battalion themselves also used recreational dances to keep up their

spirits on their own long trek to new mexico and california volunteer zadok judd

recalled their dances

after a hard days march the fiddle was brought out and a

lively dance would commence and would continue for the entire evening there were no
girls but many of the boys would take the girls side and do the dance all right

did say it was the best way to rest

26

the boys

recreational dancing was encouraged by latter

day saint leaders as a release or diversion for the many church members who endured

long journeys to the west
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once the mormons
cormons reached the salt lake valley and began to establish
themselves there their dancing also began to function as celebration as well as diversion

the first wagon

train arrived in the salt

lake valley in july of 1847 by august of 1848

mormons held a public festival to celebrate their first harvest in the valley mormon
the cormons
pratt
P
described the event
pioneer and leader parley
public feast under a bowery in the center of our fort

on the

10th of
10

august we held a

there was prayer and

thanksgiving congratulations songs speeches music dancing smiling faces and merry
hearts

335

the christmas celebrations of that same year also included this type of

celebratory dancing

B
ofemmeline
the journal of
emmeline wells recounts

a party on

christmas

young
youngs
1848
with
family
attended
of
leading
that
of
his
brigham
tells
she
day
out the dancing

after the santa claus tree was stripped of its gifts the floor was cleared

and the dancing commenced and there was good music too and president young led the
to the great delight of the little folks

dance

541

this type of dancing performed

at special occasions was carried
earned out in mormon communities throughout utah and the

surrounding areas

recreational forms of dancing also functioned as worship for many latter day
saints who performed them dancing was never performed as any formal type of worship
LDS
the
in
service

church but social forms of dance often served among the latter day

cormons wrote frequently
saints to express praise thanksgiving and devotion to god mormons
god
for
where
feelings
about
social
worship
they
of
dances
their
journals
experienced
in
early mormon leader heber C kimball expressed this LDS attitude toward dance when
he said

1I

1I

have no other desire in my heart than to make all the acts of my life praise
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god when 1I go into a ballroom 1I can there contemplate upon the things of god and
journal of discourses 11
146
11146

praise him in the dance

this relationship between dance and worship among the

admonished the church4t
church

brigham young also spoke of

latter day saints he

refrain purify and sanctify yourselves before your god

and get so much of the spin
spiritt of truth that you may become filled with it so that you can
shout aloud with all your might to the praise of god and feel your hearts clear as the
1
journal
god
120
of discourses 1120
then you can dance and glorify

noon day sun
noonday

mormons
cormons believed was necessary in order for
what
illustrate
two
statements
the
these
dancing to be worshipful dancing had to be a reflection of a universal feeling of praising

god in

all aspects of life if latter day saints lived according to the precepts and

commandments that their religion taught then approaching the ballroom to dance had the
potential to be a worshipful experience journals and autobiographies of early mormon

cormons used dancing to worship god in informal worship
members reveal how the mormons
settings

graften hovey was a convert to the mormon church in 1839 hovey
joseph graffen

13

prior to joining the LDS church he had been raised by his father as a close communion

baptist and was well acquainted with several other christian denominations he had
investigated 12

in his autobiography hovey described the experience that he had in

cormons
Mormons
seeing dances carried out in a spirit of worship among the mormons
brother brigham organized a number of couples and set the band to
playing a tune after which we kneeled down and prayed to the god of

heaven

1I

can truly say that the prayer that was offered up and the music
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and the dance were controlled with the spirit of god which caused me to

truly was led to say this was the way

for joy
shed a flow of tears forjoy
the ancient fathers praised the

1I

lord in a dance

honeys
hoveys account conveys a sense of admiration

43

at being able to participate in dance as a

form of worship coming from his protestant christian background this type of dancing
social in structure yet carried
earned out in a spirit of worship reverence and praise for god

yet
he understood and conveyed the feeling that this
fol
foi
seemed
likely
foreign
would have
eign
dancing was in fact an act of praising god

mormons
cormons
the
how
manifests
account
his

were able to dance in such a way that they felt a sense of worship as they performed the

dances even as they were involved in recreational settings

this

association between worship and dance was so strong that the

latter day

saints even allowed dancing to be done in one of their most sacred places of worship the

nauvoo temple dancing was not performed as a formal part of mormon temple

young
in
after
at
those
was
temple
brigham
the
carried
out
earned
times
services
services but
gave accounts of dancing in the temple as did other latter day saints who experienced it

mormon member norton jacob recorded in his journal on the fourth of february 1846
that he repaired to the temple where he found the brethren and sisters recreating

themselves with music and dancing

29
28
2829

another latter

day saint george

nauvoo
in
the
temple
he
the
witnessed
on
that
dancing
commented

1I

1I

laub

was permitted to

from
one
the
to
other
apartment
enter into the temple frequently passing and re
repassing
passing
and the old and young men and maidens went forth in their dances
the

lord laub 35

this was pleasing to

both jacob and laub observed other latter day saints dancing in
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the nauvoo temple although jacob associated the word recreating with the dances

laub related the dancing to pleasing the lord
brigham youngs record of the dancing that was performed in the nauvoo

temple

is the most detailed of any of the accounts

his description indicates how

recreational dancing and worship may have been related on december 30 1845 young
wrote about an occasion when recreational dances in the temple actually became worship

after spending the day performing formal services

in the temple with a group of church

members young wrote that several of the brethren in the temple were invited to bring out

their musical instruments and play

this was too much for the gravity of brother joseph

young who indulged in dancing a hornpipe and was soon joined by several others and
before the dance was over several french fours were indulged in

young went on to record his participation in the dancing

the

smith history 7557

first french four was

opened by myself with sister whitney and elder heber C kimball and partner

the

spirit of dancing increased until the whole floor was covered with dancers and while we

danced before the
nation

lord

we shook the dust from off our feet as a testimony against this

smith history 7557

this experience of recreational dancing turning to an expression of worship and
mormons occurred just prior to the time that the saints
communication to god among the cormons
were forced from their homes and temple in nauvoo by increasing mob violence against

them dancing in this case was not only a form of recreation but it also became a
fervent prayer for the persecuted

the transformation

the entire group united together to dance

from recreation to worship came as

this feeling of collective participation

in a
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mormons
setting that was most sacred to the cormons
Mormons the temple combined with the pressing
ccircumstances

dancing

they were under to transform their recreational danc
dancing
i pfui
worshipful
ing into worsh

the social

function of the dances they performed became second to the

compelling circumstances that weighed upon the participants minds in this way
progressing from common recreational forms dancing became worship for the latter day

saints as it was suffused with religious feeling
mormon
Comp
and
of
comparison
shaker
dancing
wlson

cormons
Mormons it served as a
dance functioned similarly for both the shakers and mormons
recreation or diversion for both groups and also acted as a form of worship where
members of each religion could offer praise to god

the most significant differences in

the function of dance in the two religions came in the differing emphasis that each group

placed upon dance

for the shakers dance was primarily a form of worship service it

was included in their formal worship settings and was used not only to show praise to

god but also to symbolically represent other aspects of worship such as gaining hun
humility
mity
wity
and ridding believers from the sins of the flesh

mormons
cormons
never included dancing as
the

a part of formal worship services and therefore limited its function as a form

of worship

dancing the latter day saints believed could have worshipful intent as it communicated
feelings of praise and thanksgiving to god it was not however a means of achieving
any particular spiritual ends in worship service

mormons
cormons
binately
tinately
predominately
the Mormons instead predon

mormon
a
as
by
leaders as a
was
dancing
recreational
activity
it
encouraged
practiced
fits of the mormon people especially during times of hardship
spirits
means of lifting the spi

dancing also served as an important part of celebrations in latter day saint culture during
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the 1800s

for the shakers dancing was not even openly considered a recreation until the

last half
hait of the nineteenth century although it functioned as such prior to that time
halt

dance and doctrine

the correlation

between doctrinal beliefs about the physical body and dance

mormons comes in three main areas of focus first the very fact
among the shakers and cormons

cormons danced in an environment of general christian religious
that the shakers and mormons
opposition to dancing reflected the ideals that each religion held about the physical body

mormons used in
in their theologies second the type of movement that the shakers and cormons
their dancing was related to their respective beliefs about the role of the physical body in
achieving happiness in this life and salvation in the life to come and last of all the way
in which dance functioned as worship or recreation for both religions was influenced by

their beliefs about the physical body both in mortality and immortality

the very presence of dancing in both religions can be tied to their individual
that
the
the
who
believed
the
shakers
body
and
between
relationship
of
for
spirit
views

body was inherently corrupt and remained that way the union of body and spirit had to be

supremely controlled by the spirit dancing although a bodily activity became an

green
As
and
and
of
body
the
the
to
allowing
dominate
spirit
spirit
in
paining
pairing
painng
exercise

wells explained

there is a too powerful connection between the body and mind or spirit
and too strong an influence of the mind upon the body to admit of much

god
co
the
in
without
the
mind
of
of
activity
cooperating
service
operating exercises
of the body but where the heart is sincerely and fervently engaged in the
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service of god it has a tendency to produce an active influence on the
body 93
As men and women strove to express sincere feelings toward

god in their spirits their

bodies were motivated to move in accordance with these feelings in spite of the fleshly
nature of dance it became a sanctified and acceptable means of manifesting spiritual
control over the physical body

the

mormons
cormons
Mormons uncommon acceptance of dancing can be linked similarly to their

belief that the spirit and body each exercised control over the other unlike the shakers

cormons believed that the body could be made
who saw the body as unredeemable the mormons
good under the correct influences As long as the balance of power resided in the
spiritual side of the human soul the body was sanctified and good mormon dancing

followed this doctrinal pattern As long as dancing was carried out in a way that allowed
the spirit to be in control it was acceptable and good
a pure heart in the dance

130

those who cannot serve god with

brigham young admonished

should not dance

journal

by dancing in such a way that spiritual convictions could still be felt and kept

mormons
cormons believed that dancing held an appropriate place in latter day saint culture

the

mormons about the relationship
underlying beliefs of the shakers and cormons

between body and spirit opened the door for dancing to be performed in each of their
societies however the type of movement that each group found acceptable under this
mandate to dominate dance with the spirit was very different

for the shakers

movement reflected two central ideals in their doctrine of the physical body mortification

of the flesh and living a life of self denial
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the doctrine of mortification encouraged believers to rid themselves of affection
toward the flesh and replace it with enmity

the promiscuous improvisational shaker

dances that involved wild unpredictable and sometimes violent movement reflected this

foundational belief in ridding oneself of the carnal body
native spirits

the practice of the

taking in of

among the shakers is an example of mortification of the body

exemplified through movement believers who acted as mediums for these native
spirits performed movement that was humiliating and often generally socially

unacceptable in nineteenth century american culture but it was revered as a means of
demonstrating an individuals willingness to give up the flesh and be overcome by the
will of god

the very movement for which the shakers received their name

shaking

also manifest in movement the doctrine of mortification As they shook they rid

themselves of the sin associated with the flesh

this shaking also manifested the

larger

intent of the doctrine of mortification that by eliminating attachments to the flesh

believers were prepared to inherit salvation in the life to come freed from their physical
bodies

movement also revealed the shaker doctrine of self denial

the proscribed

dances of the shakers with their carefully selected steps and underlying doctrinal themes

exhibited the shaker belief in the strictness of the way self denial of the physical body
was requisite for mortal happiness and immortal salvation and shaker choreographed

dances exhibited this belief believers moved in carefully designed pathways intricate
circles and squares as narrowly and strictly executed as was the rest of shaker life
will power
believers moved with a sense of deliberateness and control that reflected the willpower
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and self control needed to live as a faithful shaker

the

shaker dance the narrow path

was a good example of a dance that exhibited the doctrine
doctfine of self denial and showed the

strictness of the shaker way As believers carefully placed one foot in front of the other
to physically create a narrow path of their own steps they were reminded of the

doctrinally narrow path of self denial required of them in their religion

the

type of movement found in mormon dancing was likewise indicative of

latter day saint feelings about the body because the body was considered to be
essential both to achieve happiness in this life and also in the life to come movement
reflected a sense of celebration whether performed as diversions during times of great
hardship or as a means of thanksgiving at times of celebration mormon dances always
reflected feelings of joy for the privilege of possessing a body As the many accounts of

mormon dancing reveal the movement was lively and jubilant

their dances were full

bodied and spirited conveying a sense of celebration even in the darkest times of
difficulty in mormon history because the body was an instrument of happiness

movement that presented it as such was predominant in mormon dancing

mormons
cormons also took great care to avoid certain types of movement in their dances

while the shakers embraced the unconventional ecstatic movement of promiscuous
mormons specifically avoided such movements in their dancing founding
dancing the cormons
LDS leader joseph smith wrote specifically about the ecstatic dances of the shakers and

french prophets in the mormon newspaper times and seasons smith warned mormon
members not to participate in this type of dancing declaring that

such a

heterogeneous mass of confusion can never enter into the kingdom of heaven

try the

89

spirits 744

another early mormon leader also described this avoidance of ecstatic

pratt
P
movement parley
admonished

all

the strange ecstasies swoon
swoonings
ings

a
and
shoutings
shootings
dancings
scream
thousand other ridiculous and
outings danc
ings sh
ings jum
screamings
pings
jumpings

unseemingly manifestations which neither edify nor instruct are the fruits of
deceptive spirits

key to the science 120

the

movement of mormon dancing while

lively and celebratory was not to be extreme or out of control

not only the type of movement common to shaker and mormon dancing but also
the function of dances in these two religions reflected their individual beliefs about the

physical body

for the shakers the function of dance primarily as a form of worship

was related to shaker beliefs about the role of the body in achieving mortal happiness and

immortal salvation dance was considered appropriate for shaker society and

specifically for shaker worship because it was an opportunity to let the feelings of the
spirit be manifest through the body it had the potential to lead men and women toward
the overall goal of subjection of the body and subsequent happiness in mortality

dancing also belonged in shaker worship because of the ability it had to allow
tual ideas
believers to symbolically and physically enact spiritual
spin tuai

the shakers

commitment

to the doctrines of mortification and self denial for example could be strengthened as

they engaged in dances that acted out and reinforced these ideas for those participating in

them As believers came to a greater understanding of and willingness to live these
principles relating to their physical bodies they were also preparing themselves for
eternity when they would inherit salvation freed from their bodies by physically acting
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out their willingness to give up physical bodies the shakers were more prepared to

receive immortal happiness without them

the stringent daily routines of shaker life reflected the strict asceticism associated
with their doctrines of celibacy and self denial of the flesh

life was structured around a

rigid separation of the sexes that affected almost every aspect of daily life it was

understood that the body was to be entirely controlled and literally endured in order to
have happiness in this life and salvation in the life to come

in this atmosphere of

asceticism dancing not only served as worship but also as a diversion and form of
release dancing was one of the rare events in shaker life where believers could move

their bodies freely bound in the rest of their lives to where they had to walk and even
which doorway they had to pass through dancing became a welcomed recreation for the

shakers even when it was not formally called such in these ways dancing reflected and
was influenced by the views that the shakers had of the role of the body in achieving

happiness both in this life and the next

the relationship between doctrines of the physical body and dancing among the
mormons
cormons was also connected with their view of the role of the body in mortality and
immortality in mormon doctrine happiness was associated with first having a body
second controlling the body with the spirit and third taking care of the body as the
tabernacle of the spirit dancing as a recreation fit suitably into this doctrinal framework

earned out in such a way as to allow the
it was a bodily activity and as long as it was carried
spirit to influence the body it was accepted and even encouraged in

latter day saint

society dancing was also viewed as a very advantageous way of exercising and caring
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for the body brigham young encouraged church members to exercise their bodies in

fiddling and dancing give me a privilege to throw

dancing and other activities

everything off and shake myself that my body may exercise and my mind rest what
for

to get strength

young 242

and be renewed and quickened and enlivened and animated

dancing as a recreation could contribute to a latter day saints ability to

achieve happiness in mortality as it allowed members to exercise and care for their
physical bodies

dancing also reflected the mormon view of the essential role of the physical body
in receiving immortal salvation

the body was seen in LDS theology as a necessity for

gaining immortal salvation it would be physically resurrected and permanently joined to
the spirit in the life to come

the body was celebrated in latter

day saint thinking as a

final instrument of salvation recreational and worshipful dance in

latter day saint

culture reflected feelings of joy and respect for the body As noted earlier the movement

of mormon dancing was lively and reflected a sense of celebration
with the

this was in keeping

latter day saint view that the body joined with the spirit to give individuals a

fullness of joy movement that was seen as being not in keeping with the divine

attributes of the body was shunned dance as an activity of the body celebrated the
privilege of receiving a body in mortality and the promise of being reunited with a
perfected body in the life to come As a physical celebration of doctrinal ideals dancing
was appropriate in mormon culture as a form of recreation and also as an opportunity to

express devotion praise and thanksgiving to god
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chapter 5
summary conclusions and recommendations
summary and conclusions
in a time when religious views and changing societal roles made dancing and

mormons of the
religion largely incompatible in american life the shakers and cormons
nineteenth century were able to reconcile dancing with their theological views

this

reconciliation was made possible because of the role that each group saw for the physical
body in enabling individuals to have happiness in this life and salvation in the life to

come

for the shakers who viewed the body as something to be overcome both

in

mortality and in the life to come dancing was acceptable because it allowed spiritual
attributes to prevail it acted as a physical representation of fundamental shaker

ideologies by symbolically acting out shaker doctrines in dance they were reinforced
among believers

the dancing that shakers performed in their worship services also

reflected the shaker belief in putting off the flesh both in this life and the life to come

the

mormons
cormons saw the body as a blessing as long as it was controlled by the

spirit dancing that was carried out in a spirit of reverence was appropriate in mormon
society because the body was to be celebrated recreational dances were a means of

enlivening and caring for the physical body mormon dancing reflected feelings of
celebration and at times also communicated feelings of reverence and worship for god

because dance is so integrally tied to the human body issues and beliefs about the
body held by different cultural and societal groups are essential to understanding the
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dances of those groups

mormons
cormons
the
and
Mormons uncovering what they believed
shakers
for

about the physical body helps to illuminate why and how they danced although their
doctrines of the human body had been noted before no one had done a comprehensive
analysis of their specific beliefs about the physical body pertaining to its role in achieving

happiness in mortality and salvation in the eternities also these doctrinal ideas about
the body had never been examined in their unavoidable relationship to the dancing of the

cormons
Mormons by correlating their perspectives on the body to their dancing the
shakers and mormons
singularity of dancing in these religious societies is more readily and deeply understood

recommendations

this topic originally came to interest me almost three years ago at that time

in

the course of another research project 1I had surveyed a large number of LDS journals and

autobiographies written in the nineteenth century in these records 1I encountered many

mormons
personal accounts of dancing among the cormons
Mormons 1I then became familiar with some of
the publications that had been written addressing the subject of mormon dance it

appeared to me that early mormon members had written more about dance than twentieth
1
authors
had
from
century
extrapolated
their writings I felt strongly that there was

something more to be said about mormon dancing than had been previously presented
1I

contemplated this idea for several months and finally came to the conclusion that

the concept that was missing was how uniquely mormon religious beliefs had influenced

their dancing it became clear to me that this influence was directly related to LDS
attitudes about the physical body dancing as a bodily event had to be connected with
these beliefs

at approximately the same time

1I

was reminded of the subject of shaker
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dancing and began to wonder if a similar situation could be seen in their religion

protestant
that
were
from
had
ideas
the
both
groups
doctrinal
divergent
because
mainstream in nineteenth century america and because both groups allowed dancing in

their religion it seemed that both religions had experienced a distinctive intertwining of
doctrine and dance my journey through histories journals and doctrinal works of the

mormons has confirmed my original impression of the connection between
shakers and cormons
beliefs about the body and dancing

1I

have seen that dance cannot be separated from the

experiences of those who perform it dance is inextricably bound to the bodies and
beliefs of its dancers and their circumstances
1I

see further implications for this approach to studying dance in anthropological

studies of other religious cultural and societal groups who dance outside of nineteenth

century america

1I

believe that the dances of other cultures and societies may be

understood more completely when viewed through this lens of body perspectives

the

cormons indicates that our ability to dance in a particular
example of the shakers and mormons
way is significantly influenced by our ability to understand the role of the physical body
in our lives

for cultures who see the body differently the place style and

appropriateness of dancing is vastly different dancing reflects our ideals and beliefs
about the human body

my first recommendation therefore for continuing research beyond this thesis is
to apply the same technique of understanding beliefs about the body to other cultural and

societal groups who dance beliefs about the human body obviously cannot be taken as
pannicular group dances but understanding the
the sole explanation for why and how a particular
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internal constraints and freedoms that certain groups place upon the body through their

ideologies gives a strong indication of what is possible in their dancing further
correlations between beliefs about the body and dancing may be discovered by studying

other religions ethnic groups and communities who dance and whose ideologies about
the role of the human body in life may be reliably studied

another area in which further research is needed is in the dance histories of both
mormons
Mormons A comprehensive history of the historical development of
the shakers and cormons
dance in latter day saint culture from its beginnings to the present including specific

descriptions of dancing taken from primary sources would be very valuable for anyone
studying mormon dance likewise a chronology of shaker dance history that shows the
progression of the believers dancing from its beginnings to its final disappearance from

shaker worship service and culture is needed another application of this research that
could also be developed further is to identify possible ways in which specific doctrinal
ideas may have influenced other forms of shaker and mormon art such as music poetry
and architecture
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